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May the understanding of all these symbols lift and serve to inspire the birth of “the Star” within every human being upon earth.

The CIRCLE symbolizes the One God and God’s entire sphere of manifestation. It is the universal womb and matrix of all Humanity.

The two interlaced TRIANGLES represent the interaction between duality in the quantum jump of One Electricity dividing into Three.

The brilliant interplay between STAR and RAYS indicates the Shining Divinity inside of all humankind.
The SWASTIKA effect (of the cross turning upon itself) emblematizes the “conversion” or the birth of the Soul, or the Christ Consciousness Principle within humanity.

The brilliant interplay between them represents the interaction between duality in the quantum jump of One Electricity dividing into Three.

The SEVEN RAYS are the radiant Source of Divine Life and all material reflection throughout Creation.

DUALITY, bursting forth from the Central Life, is represented by the YING-YANG, or male-female principle, fusing the nucleus in a warm life embrace.

The white and dark DOTS within Ying and Yang are pure spirit and pure matter.

The FOUR-ARMED CROSS extending from the Central Core signifies the cross that all humanity bears. It holds fourth ray energy.

STAR and RAYS indicates the Shining Divinity inside of all mankind.

The HORIZON divides Heaven from Earth.

Frictional electricity—the FIRE—consumes and thus purifies the dross material world.
The LOWER TRIANGLE is *Spirit* pointing down to Matter.

The HIGHER TRIANGLE is Matter pointing up to Spirit.

The SIX POINTS OF THE STAR indicate the six electrical channels now lighted in individual and collective humanity upon *Earth, Spirit, Soul, Personality, Mental, Emotional* and *Physical* Bodies.
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Introduction

You can understand the MYSTERIES. No one has priority to the knowledge or dispensation. All the mysteries of the world become known to you and to every other person through two primary approaches: (1) Through sameness—by parallels, correlations, analogies and also by correspondences of form, shape, quality, quantity and so forth; or (2) Through differences—opposites, differentiations, antithesis and so forth. Both of these approaches to all reality or unreality are valid.

Gods and humans—all atoms of life—share the same unique characteristic of free choice. All worlds are composed of or contain pairs of opposites. Thus, an unreality may be chosen as well as the reality—good over evil; light rather than darkness; progression rather than regression and so on, ad infinitum.

The differences and likenesses between all worlds—between all angles, planes, stages—or between degrees of consciousness can be known by you with practiced development. At the primary depth of your own individual being you are the God of Becoming of All That Exists as well as All that Does Not Exist. In due time, the long-secret MYSTERIES will reveal to you how and why non-being becomes being. Know that there is always an intelligent ordered reason and purpose for you and for all of
your worlds of existence. Through your awareness of these once secret MYSTERIES—and their study and use of the laws outlined within them, you are enabled to escape the old prison house of matter. You realize your true identity as the soul. You find a true recognition of your source as a spirit. You use all extensions of your mind and body to probe all worlds and to explore all probabilities or possibilities.

The study of the MYSTERIES goes far beyond the pat mystical phrase One God or One Life is All. Your mind is scientifically led into unknown regions of awareness. You learn immutable Laws of Nature that you can use where you stand right now, within the human body you now possess and in this world you now inhabit.

For the first time in the history of this planet Earth, the door to the secret ancient MYSTERIES stands open for you and for the slowly awakening masses. You are urged to step up and to step in, for it is the only door that leads you to Self—to God awareness. Only One God exists in you and through you! Will you join me now to find that one God in and between us?
PART ONE

The Science of Life
Chapter 1

The Source of the Mysteries

Most churchgoers and all students of comparative religions have vaguely heard something about the MYSTERIES. This subject has been passed over lightly, almost as if the listener or student would be wise to forget about these nebulous and once so secret MYSTERIES. No wonder! Not even one in many thousands of our self-ordained or trained ministers knows and understands the Universal Laws—the secret of the MYSTERIES. Truly, do not the “blind lead the blind” just as they did two thousand years ago?

Is it any wonder that you as a clergyman, a scientist, a philosopher, a student or on any other walk of life on Earth finds it difficult to believe that all the ancient secret mysteries of life have already been worked out into an easy to understand, pure and exact life science? This science of life—the MYSTERIES—contains every Law of nature needed to transform yourself into a conscious God and the now sorrowful planet that you walk upon into a veritable Heaven upon Earth. As a dedicated leader or human visionary in your community, you must assuredly be interested in knowing more about this great life science. It literally fully contains your religion, your science, your philosophy or whatever earthly and heavenly view you
currently hold. Consider this Law: The greater includes the lesser.

This means that the source of any form of life is greater than that limited form in time and space that issues out of it. Every religion, science and philosophy holds a temporal, a partial extension of the ONE TRUTH, ONE GOD or of the ONE CREATOR. Only in the Science of Life, which starts with and is ever inclusive of the ONE GOD, can there be a genuinely true alignment of reality. Truth is a straight and true line that runs unbroken from beginning (its invisible source) to the seen end of any form. All forms, tangible or intangible, are less than their creator. Thought-forms such as religious ideas, scientific postulates or philosophical speculations are obviously, then, less than their life Source. That is why it is utter folly for a form scientist or spokesperson for an ossified religion or philosophy to declare that he or she has the whole unchangeable truth about their material field of life. Is not the living source ever greater than its issue? Is not the well or a sea greater than the drop of water that forms a part of it? Is not the fire within greater than one of the many temporal licks of flame that comprise or emerge out of its awesome existence? Is not partial truth always less than the whole truth?

The close-minded scientist or ignorant strongly opinionated teacher confronted with the astounding profoundness yet child-like simplicity of truth stands confused. He
or she, falsely believing no one could understand every-
thing, has ignorantly accepted this falsehood as a truth.
The one who reads only from the Book of Ignorance is
dismayed when he or she first encounters the Book of
Knowledge. Now all former limiting thoughts or beliefs
are discarded. Blind belief to authority has fallen. Reality
now stands bared. At last, he or she discovers there are
more worlds and more realities to life than what the five
senses and reliance upon intellect has veiled. She is dumb-
struck. He now wonders incredulously why this light of
truth has not previously been discovered! She questions the
“source” of the MYSTERIES. Where did this now seen
great old Science of Life come from? He wonders further
why he has not heard of it nor been led to this door of truth
before. She does not realize that many have spoken, but
she has not heard; that many have shon (shone) but she
has not seen; that many touched her, but she has not felt
their touch. Yet, nothing is lost, for all humankind, like all
things, has their time and seasons. What is most important
is that you and I have awakened. A light shines bright now
in our former field of darkness. WE look in awed silence,
stunned at, but highly uplifted by our first true glimpse of
greater life reality.

Where have the MYSTERIES come from? Who for-
mulated them into this immutable, unchangeable set of
laws revealing every aspect of life in form? Countless hu-
man and superhuman souls gave or spent their entire life-
times in a constant long quest after this truth! These persistent seekers soon became Adepts and Masters of Wisdom as they relentlessly pursued, found and utilized truth. These Holy Women and Holy Men pioneered *this* immutably true *Science of Life* eon’s ago.

 *_The secret doctrine_ was formulated far, far back in the dark and distant night of time long before our tiny planet Earth came into existence. The knowledge of the immutable Universal Laws, handed by spoken word from generation to generation, from planet to planet, from sun to sun; until now all the Sons of the Suns in the Heavens and upon the Earth are today able to discover *it—the secret*—or are drawn to the one in their midst who holds the “keys to the Kingdom.”

These great Souls studied the Science of Life for countless ages before all of the Universal Laws of life and Being were finally, so validly formulated. When you consider what our very own form scientists on Earth have done in their fields of chemistry, physics, science, biology, mathematics, etc., in just the past few hundred years, it should come as no surprise to you that a true sacred *Science of Life* studied, checked and rechecked from every known scientific consideration has emerged. *It* has precluded our own earth formation and dwarfs all of the recent form sciences to which our vaunted but deluded Earth scientists boast they have found *all the answers*. 
Be not deceived. The *God* in you knows more than the *human* of you. Thus, follow the great directive of our planetary *Jesus* the *Christ*, “Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven within and all things will be added unto you.” Look first into the mystery of *life itself*, not just the *form* that a Life only embodies or inhabits, if you seek to find its Source. Once you understand—stand under—the *secret* Universal Laws found in the body of the MYSTERIES, you will find there are no mysteries that should disconcert you. You will assuredly know then that all life in form abides *under true law*. Learn and use these few simple but powerful Universal Laws and the power, the glory and the radiant light of God within you will transform your own being. You will also then BE a shining beacon during the dark storms of life for all others that surround you to see!

*I wrote the following in 1976.*

These MYSTERIES have never before been publicly presented to the masses here on Earth in any style or form, not in textbooks or in any other spoken or written form. As predicted by my Master Djwahl Khul over forty years ago, the MYSTERIES would go out to the masses—for the first time on earth since the inception of humanity seventeen million years ago—via radio in 1975.

With the advent of our many TV and radio programs, a “Russ & Pat Michael Show on the MYSTERIES”, this past year, 1976, and the publication and distribution of this
trade cover book—that prophecy of the Tibetan has become a reality, as have so many such other important prophecies made by my beloved Master D.K. to humanity on Earth.

The arcane doctrine of the MYSTERIES have been here on Earth and secretly passed on by our Masters and Adepts to their close Disciples for millions of years already.

Do not be concerned about the fact that you have not been aware of it earlier. Be thankful they are here unveiled at your very fingertips. The wise and vital concerns of every thinking man—for only the truly rational man will be interested—is: “Are the Laws presented in this textbook true? Will they work for me as they have for others? Will they enable me to understand who I am or where I have come from and where I am going? Will they give me a true insight—a sight into—God? Can I truly go beyond mere human belief and know God as promised by this author?”

These are the questions that you can find in the form of well-proven answers yourself! Telling, reading, hearing, seeing is not enough. Though I tell you of the wonders of the taste of the food prepared by my beloved, exquisite and beautiful soulmate wife, you must eat it before that fact becomes evident to your stomach and certain in your mind. Thus, so it is in like degree and manner with the MYSTERIES. You must enter into the Door of ONE yourself. You must also step into the recognition of a basic trin-
ity of form everywhere. The three extended into the seven coats of skin or seven basic phenomenal electricities must be subject to your own self-analysis. You need to prove to yourself these Universal Laws of life before you can and will completely accept and use the knowledge of the *Science of Life* as your own sweet and precious, all-embracing life-truth ensuing great worldly success in whatever you desire.

The only equipment you will need in this awesome quest, this grand adventure into TRUTH, is yourself, an open mind and a good amount of both faith and skepticism. You may now insist on being a skeptic until these truths are self-proven. Anything less is truth-defeating and no different than any former mystical or superstitious, ignorant and gullible approach of the past. However, you must also accept each premise *on faith* and try out the Laws. Other than a few interesting moments of time expended you lose nothing and stand to gain much in expanded self-awareness and powerful control of a wonderful whole new world of existence. Will you accept my challenge?

Open your mind! Go for it. Step into a new reality See for your good and sweet self . . . .

**Questions:**

1. Where did the MYSTERIES originate?
2. How were the MYSTERIES formulated?

3. Why have orthodox scientists not been aware of this great Science of Life?

4. How have the MYSTERIES been preserved?

5. Do I understand the difference between a “life” science and a “form” science?

6. Am I personally willing to try out these Laws?

7. What is my purpose or intent in reading this volume?
Chapter 2
The Law of One

Out of nothing—no thing or non-being—the one-life God appeared. This is the basis for the MYSTERIES. This is your own doorway into an understanding of the MYSTERIES. You must start with the One God, the One Life or the One Electricity. There is no other beginning.

There is a beginning and an end to every form of existence. To understand form we must start with SPACE. It is the one and only place that you and I need consider. It is the point of all beginnings and all ends.

You and I as mental observers of the process of creation must stand back and stand apart to view the emergence of God into our existence. Our point of observation begins from non-being. The purpose is being. Only the darkness of empty space confronts us. Out of space, one point of light IS and now moved from an esoteric inner posture of non-being to an exoteric outer posture of being. Es means in and ex means out.

The process of God, and thus all of His parts like you and me, of coming from nothing to appear as something in our consciousness is no different from you emerging from the world outside or from any room that may have been
separating us a moment ago and appearing before me. Furthermore, if I now leave your room and disappear, fade out of your sight, I have done nothing more and nothing less than what God the One Life does when He and His body, the physical universe, appears and disappears from space.

You and I as units of God appear and disappear from the many mansions or dimensions of worldly existence. "In my house there are many mansions" means that there are countless realms, levels or planes and spheres of life. Try to grasp the essential point here. You need not fully understand the darkness of all embracing space to fully comprehend the MYSTERIES. You must merely learn to use space as the starting and ending point of any form of 3-D life. That is the single point, yet entire sphere, of your observation as a student or research scientist into this immutable Science of Life.

Not even has our Planetary Deity or the Most High Cosmic Lord in the heavens unveiled the awesome entirety of truth behind this great impenetrable veil of colossal space. Thus, there is obviously no further need for either one of us to go beyond the laws of life and being since that will do us no good at our current level of comprehension.

The philosopher who is inclined to scoff at the statement that the MYSTERIES contain all of the answers to all of the questions of life in phenomenal being, who points out that we have stopped short of knowing it all at the level
of space, only wastes his breath. Every known functional purpose and law of spiritual and material nature that you and I need to know and use to rise up as Gods is contained in the secret doctrine MYSTERIES unveiled here.

It is not necessary to go into an almighty, everlasting and ever-present comprehension of space. There are enough unchangeable laws of nature charted in the MYSTERIES to contend with every invisible and visible beginning and end in our phenomenal world. When life retreats beyond that level into the black hole of space, then the immutable laws of 3-D life do not apply. However, you and I are not interested in darkness but in light. It is the phenomenal world, the world of consciousness—thus light—that we live, move and have our being in.

Meanwhile, in this world—indeed, in all seven material worlds—dark space can be used simply as a symbol of the vast field of our ignorance. It stands for the place that yet remains to be enlightened in our awareness at any given time in space while involved, moving into or evolving up and out of this world.

This vast sea of darkness wells up constantly before us whenever and wherever we question the unknown. You and I move from darkness to light. Our motion of life starts and ever follows the path from darkness to light, from invisible to visible, from the interior to the exterior, from nothing to something, from intangible to tangible. Yet
paradoxically all knowledge or “light” is built up concretely. At this exterior level, you and I move consciously from the known to the unknown. All light or knowledge is first shown (shone) interiorly in our mind or consciousness. Then we use our knowledge exteriorly to walk this lighted way. This may be demonstrated by the following correspondence: Once you know and thus remember or have memorized “the way” from your home city to the nearest big city, the pathway to it is lit brightly in your mind or consciousness. Thereafter, you drive knowingly on the right roads and make the right turns to that city. There is no fear, doubt or darkness about it. You are enlightened, illuminated about your roads ahead. Your faith is built securely on knowledge, not upon blind and wishful hopes. You see through your dark former ways because you have learned or earned the right to see as you beam and focus your light of awareness on your highway and byways ahead.

Another valid approach to the appearance of the One God is through numbers. There is a four-fold step from no number to number—and the number is 1 and on to numbers 3, 7, 15, etc., and as relates to numbered specific units like you, me, rock, fish, rose, 12, 13, etc. This approach is explained very clearly later in this book.

Here, too, the process of appearance begins from no number to number and on or out to the many en route to
manifestation, and finally of the concrete specific singular unit. You may view this same step-by-step process from another four-fold way: from no idea, to idea, to ideals, to idol.

There are many similar other ways we can observe this approach of God manifesting, but the essential point is made. From non-being the One God appears. Thus, the primary pattern was laid in the heavens. You, I and every other atom of existence from the smallest to the largest in the universes must follow this same pattern of unfoldment. This is the Law of One.

The Law of One holds within every system, microcosmic or macrocosmic. One God or One Life or One Electricity is primary and it controls its system, large or small. You are totally in charge of your system even if you are at the same time a part of a greater system and thus subservient to the One of which you are a part, ad infinitum. It is One within One; life within life; consciousness within consciousness; form within form; gods within Gods, without any apparent end. However, there definitely is an end to every physical form!

Whether life extends itself into further fragmentation until it arrives at the last unity of One birthed forth into form or whether life resolves itself back through the numbered, through the numbers, to the number and ends as no number again. Yes, there are assuredly beginnings and
ends to all form manifestations of the One, whether you, me or any other unique particle form of our primary ONE.

During the entire process of worldly manifestations, the Law of One holds sway. As a single sacred ‘I Am’ unit of primary life, you and I have absolute authority within and over the numbers and numbered, the many and specific parts of our own system. As the God of the tiny system we preside over—our own three-fold division of spirit, soul, and body, or over that seven-fold split into our physical, emotional, mental, intuitive, spiritual, monadic and divine “coats of skin,” or into the myriad of specific parts that make up any or all of our aspects and attributes of earthly being. Yet as a smaller unit of one within a greater unity of one, we are subservient to the chain of command from overhead. Taking this same thought from the opposite way, the One God controls His Trinity, or His Seven Spirits before the Throne or any of the myriad of specific parts that make up any or all of His myriad aspects and attributes of heavenly being down, down, down to the furthest world of material existence. As above, so below! Like attracts like. There are no accidents.

The ONE rules over every speck and particle of His existence. That is why the student of the MYSTERIES can state that there are no accidents in nature. All is under the perfect absolute Law of One. The so-called accident may be merely above or beneath our threshold of conscious-
ness. We cannot trace the host of pertinent cause and effect patterns to their source and thereby know why that particular event that we call an accident occurred.

In order to penetrate to the heart of the Law of One, the concepts of unity, integrity and synthesis should be pondered thoroughly by the serious student of the MYSTERIES. The unity of any system is demonstrated by the integration of its many parts. When the integration is perfect, then a synthesis of cooperative action will surely be noted throughout that system.

As these above three modes of expression are now thought on, surely the true scientific basis of brotherhood will become apparent. We are all sisters and brothers of one almighty Father, whether that fathering aspect is planetary, solar, cosmic or universal Spirit, Soul or Body. At all and at any one of these Three Sacred Dimensions, all of us share a genuine humankind brotherhood with all of Humanity in Creation. We are units of one within One Being. Thus the Law of One reveals our common source and glory. Jesus said. “Know ye not that ye are Gods!”

Questions:

1. Do I understand how the ONE appeared from non-being?
2. What would I consider to be further aspects of the Law of One?

3. Do I understand the symbology of light emerging from Darkness?

4. Is my own motion a conscious persistent effort toward more light?

5. Though my being seems composed of many parts, am I not also a *unit of one*? If so, am I not also God extended?

6. In the same vein, am I not a *part* within a *unit of one* of a greater being?

7. Do I know why there are really no accidents in nature?
Chapter 3

The Law of Three

It is interesting to note in esoteric mathematics that one plus one equals three. When the One God divides—meaning a two-fold split—the division or extension comes necessarily from the One God Self. Three Godheads emerge. The Trinity comes into active Being from this first primary act or motion of life within duality being expressed extended and expanded.

An age-old algebraic formula: two to the x power minus one equals the number of possible combinations \((2^x - 1 = pc)\) now proves out this statement. If One divides into two, we can substitute two for x and the formula then reads: two to the second power (two times two) minus one equals three \((2 \times 2 = 4; 4-1 = 3)\). There are only three possible combinations. This three-fold quantum energy jump occurs automatically when any unit of one “divides.” This is the immutable Law of Three. This Law has been set indelibly within the heavens. Every form can be seen from three distinct but separate angles of existence. One major approach in religion is to identify the Primary Trinity as Father, Son and Holy Spirit. We can make another unique approach philosophically—calling it a Primary Trinity consisting of life, consciousness, and form, or we may likewise approach it scientifically using the names dynamic elec-
tricity, magnetic electricity and frictional electricity. Does it really matter then by what name, by what separate or partisan approach that we make to any Trinity? Each of the above three major approaches—religious, philosophical, or scientific—is straight and true. Each of these angles, planes or levels is legitimate. It is simply a matter of choice. Thus the religious person may choose that approach, the philosopher his and the scientist may prefer his scientific approach. None is better than another, for all relate to the same Source. The matter is quite simple.

Choose one of any countless three-fold approaches with any form of life that you choose and you will be making a correct application of the Law of Three. The following chart ought to help your own insight and help you quickly understand the Law of Trinity.

TRINITY EXAMPLES (a very partial list)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FATHER</th>
<th>Son</th>
<th>Holy Spirit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>Consciousness</td>
<td>Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic electricity</td>
<td>Magnetic</td>
<td>Frictional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirit</td>
<td>Soul</td>
<td>Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>God</td>
<td>Christ</td>
<td>Man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis</td>
<td>Duality</td>
<td>Triplicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superconscious</td>
<td>Conscious</td>
<td>Subconscious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Ray</td>
<td>Second Ray</td>
<td>Third Ray</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trinity examples cont.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Numbered</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hall of Life</td>
<td>Hall of Knowledge</td>
<td>Hall of Ignorance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmic</td>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>Planetary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book of Life</td>
<td>Book of Knowledge</td>
<td>Book of Ignorance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellect</td>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Instinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental</td>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Plane</td>
<td>Astral Plane</td>
<td>Physical Plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal</td>
<td>Vegetable</td>
<td>Mineral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardinal Cross</td>
<td>Fixed Cross</td>
<td>Mutable Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Lowest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea</td>
<td>Ideal</td>
<td>Idol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master</td>
<td>Adept</td>
<td>Initiate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>Liquid</td>
<td>Solid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Seven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Nine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward Motion</td>
<td>Spiral-Cyclic</td>
<td>Rotational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point</td>
<td>Line</td>
<td>Circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truth</td>
<td>Partial Truth</td>
<td>Lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Hermaphrodite</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>Triangle</td>
<td>Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleus</td>
<td>Electron</td>
<td>Shell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeing</td>
<td>Hearing</td>
<td>Touching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trinity examples cont.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Love</th>
<th>Apathy</th>
<th>Fear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Grey</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plane</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>Wagon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appear</td>
<td>Seen</td>
<td>Disappear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>Center</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Backward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>Left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>Nervous</td>
<td>Circulatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>Past</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A glance at the preceding chart shows how any form, whether a subject, an object, a person, a place or a thing, may be very properly divided into a primary three-fold approach. Your ability to understand this Law of Three further a direct line of insight to everything in life. You begin to think in multi-dimensions rather than linear one-plane thinking. Instead of merely moving your consciousness from point-to-point on the exterior level—our world of appearances—you are able to relate your desired approach or line of direction from the outer to the inner, from inner to outer, or from a synthesis of both (objective and subjective) approaches. Many of the above examples will be immediately apparent, while other triplets will need to be thought about for some time to be understood.
Your understanding of the Law of Three must start with the Law of One. It is only when the ONE is used as the initial immutable ever fixed constant can truth be distinguished from partial truth or falsehood. When you start with the ONE and move toward it in consciousness (or away from it) and know what you are doing consciously, all mysteries of life will be known to you. You will be able to tell for yourself exactly what is straight and true, what is partially true, and what is false and thus totally out of alignment.

Only from the ONE can absolute relativities be known. All other approaches are purely peripheral, partial and blind, or wholly unseen. The only true approach must necessarily be the whole approach. Partial, fragmented viewpoints or partial curative applications are only that and nothing more. A full health–full restorative measure–must be initiated. Only when the entire picture is seen can one of the major three differentiations of life be known. When studied in the context of ONE, the truth, partial truth or untruth of the situation can be known immediately to the student correctly trained in the MYSTERIES. He or she knows what supportive angles are needed to verify or disqualify the supposed truth in any form. Thus, he or she learns to know God and him- or herself firsthand rather than relying upon the so very often untrue, irrelevant and often pompous “authority” of the world.

Questions:
1. How can I define the Law of Three in simplest terms?

2. Do I understand the algebraic formula \((2x - 1 = pc)\) enough to figure out the possible combinations \((pc)\) of any number in the world? If so, what does the number \(three\) divide into when it is substituted for “x”?

3. Do I understand the chart on triplicities clearly? If so, how can the same number (three) be used under more than one of the three categories? Also why is “center” used so often in reference to the six directions of space up, down, right, left, forward, and backward? Might it be because the pairs of opposites are always centered in the ONE? And is the true seventh direction of space your own ‘I Am’ self?

4. What is \(truth\)?

5. What is partial truth?

6. What is untruth, lies or falsehoods?

7. What is \(your\) own basic trinity? How is that trinity reflected, once again, in your higher or lower self?

8. ———
Chapter 4
The Law of Seven

The third Law in the MYSTERIES, the Law of Seven, owes its existence to the fact that three divides into seven.

If you answered the second part of question two in the last chapter correctly, your answer was seven. Two to the third power is two times two times two, which equals is eight. Eight minus one, equals seven: \((2 \times 2) \times 2 = 8; 8-1 = 7\). There are seven basic unique electrical forces in every world. Every form in the universe with all its principles has seven coats of skin. Every atom of nature can be approached seven different ways. From another angle, we may state that there are seven real primary worlds, realms, spheres or radiant bands of electricity.

Thus, we see that every newborn unit in the phenomenal world can be approached from a host of angles and countless levels. The process of differentiation follows natural law in subsequent quantum jumps. Every new-fold existence owes its life source and multiple manifestations to its prior primary. Three multiples occur from a division of ONE, seven occur from three, fifteen from four, thirty-one from five, and so on to the very end unit of individuality manifestation. The rich, multi-faceted, multi-formed,
multi-colored, multi-dimensional, multi-lived points, circles, spheres, orbits, bands, layers, plateaus, levels, heights, depths, widths, triangles, squares, stars, currents, rivers, streams, pools, lakes and seas of Light, Love and Power all issue from the One to the Three to the Seven-fold differentiation in lawful sequence. Our One God controls all of His manifestation. He has enriched all of known and unknowns with His Own sum and substance.

The major thought or principle here is that every form in the world can be subdivided into seven basic angles, surfaces, shapes, facets, etc. The following Seven-Fold Chart will give you more insight into this process. These are the seven keys that open the three locks of every door of life. It is certainly wise to commit the above along with as many other seven-fold differentiations that you can think of to memory. However, all that you really need to know is this seven-fold principle: Every atom of existence has life and form in seven worlds. This does not mean that all of the principles are fully alive or fully awakened to the indwelling consciousness. Each unit of life in each kingdom of nature is capable of eventually responding to all seven sublevels of its existence within its species kingdom.
### Law of Seven Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Touch</td>
<td>Hear</td>
<td>See</td>
<td>Taste</td>
<td>Smell</td>
<td>Think</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unity</td>
<td>Dual</td>
<td>Trinity</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td>Spirit</td>
<td>Monad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Also note:**

- THE SEVEN COLORS
- THE SEVEN NOTES
- THE SEVEN DAYS
- THE SEVEN ETHERIC CENTERS
- THE SEVEN ASHRAMS
- THE SEVEN INITIATIONS
- THE SEVEN RAYS
- THE SEVEN RACES
- THE SEVEN SACRED PLANETS
- THE SEVEN SPIRITS BEFORE THE THRONE
THE SEVEN STREAMS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, ETC.,

Above are *seven keys* that will open the *three locks* of every *door of life*.

**Questions:**

1. What are seven major powerful streams in your human consciousness?
2. Is any one of these seven streams better? More powerful? Weaker? Or is each a relative term in time and space?
3. Who do you suppose presides over the Seven Ashrams?
4. Are there seven extensions to each one of the seven of anything?
5. What great electrical stream is permeating earth at this time, in this great Age of Aquarius?
6. In your estimation, which of these seven great streams of human endeavor on earth needs the greatest amount of spiritual attention *today*?
7. What are the three primary colors from which the four subsidiary colors sprang forth?
Chapter 5
The Nature of the Body

In the MYSTERIES, our gross, dense husk is not our true physical body. Our true physical mechanism is the *etheric body*. We must realize that every one of the seven worlds or seven bodies inhabiting any one of these seven worlds is composed of an *ether* of that specific world. The One God has one gigantic etheric body at each world level, and so do you and I *in miniature*. Whether we speak of the One God or of you and me, the nature of all physical bodies follows a corresponding pattern. The genuine you or me at a physical level is not that hard exterior shell. It is the *etheric electrical blueprint* or etheric double around which all our gross molecular atoms of substance adhere in dense formation. This is the essence of a *real physical body* of any living form in any kingdom of nature. This is the real body seen in *Kirlian* photography.

The real you, and your strengths and weaknesses, is built into the permanent atom that constitutes the nucleus of your *etherical* self at any body level. Your DNA, the eternal record inscribed permanently within this atom, enables the elemental essences and deva builders to reconstruct the etheric you at a physical, emotional, mental or any other of the seven planes of existence. It makes no difference if we concentrate on the etheric physical, etheric, astral, or etheric mental body, each of these three bodies
owe their specific body tone, coloring and unique shape to the permanent atom within them in that particular world. The physical permanent atom gives the blueprint to the gross physical. The astral permanent atom gives form to the astral body. The mental permanent atom gives exact contour to the mental body. Naturally, the permanent atom at any one of these levels is the sum total of every cause and effect pattern that you and I have encountered at that level up through the long night of time.

There are no two permanent atoms exactly alike in all of the heavens or earths or in all of the universes or worlds of existence. In light of the above, it seems quite clear that what the average man and woman mistakenly identifies as his or her physical body is nothing more than an overlaid crust of substance.

The rigidity of this static envelope (or automaton) becomes readily apparent immediately upon death. As soon as the vital electrical you ceases to function at physical etheric levels, the gross dense body freezes into immobility. Only when the galvanizing electrical currents are pouring through you to a physical etheric level does that physically integrated life become readily apparent. The moment that you withdraw the life current from your physical body, the hard outer sheath begins to disintegrate.

This is because the atoms of substance whirl apart until eventually nothing–no thing–remains. The life essence
within the gross atoms simply return to the greater reservoir of substance. Thus the ceaseless cycling and recycling of life essence and life forms goes on and on in the countless, flaming electrical wheels of existence within all Creation.

From another angle, all physical substance and form is essentially frictional electricity. All motion at the physical level is rotational. Look at the heavens overhead! The planets whirl and whirl around the suns. Suns spin around greater suns or galaxies of stars within gigantic fiery wheels in the heavens. At our feet, the atoms within you and me follow the same kind of cyclic orbit. We begin our rhythmic sojourn at our home each morning, circling in and about our human associates. Finally, we circle back, full circle, to our home again each evening–day in and day out. Each of the three primary electricities has its own innate motion. The motion of all life and forms made up of frictional electricity follows a circular pattern.

In all the MYSTERIES, man is known to be three-fold in nature: as a spirit, a soul and a body. There is also a clear differentiation between the true physical body and the gross vehicle, as pointed out previously. However, let’s peer at these three periodical vehicles in terms of their own three-fold nature. From the viewpoint of these primary bodies, the physical body consists of the “lower self” or
personality. This personality also shares three spheres of existence:

1. A mental body (the mind)
2. An emotional body (the astral body).
3. A physical etheric body (the instinctual body).

All three of these etheric bodies are made of frictional electricity. This reveals why the “wheel of karma” holds sway upon the animal soul of man. Only when a circle or sphere of existence finds balance can the body in that sphere be free from karma, thus be off of the long treadmill of animal existence. WE primarily follow an animal existence even though that animal existence has assumed a human form.

Perhaps now you can see more clearly why it is so very necessary to transcend more than just our base physical and pure instinctual existence. We must rise above that to resurrect, transfigure, transmute and transform our physical, emotional and mental bodies as well. When this divine self-transcendence occurs, our own karmic wheel is overcome (come over). Our former rotational motion gives way to the rising new spiral-cyclic motion of our sacred ‘I Am’ soul self. The mystery of all physical nature surely stands unveiled as we penetrate deeper into the constitution of God and man in electrical terms. The Science of Life is
exact. Every atom of existence stands clearly defined when seen in the light of *Natural Law*. For not only do we understand that *All is One*, but we discover *why and how One Life* constructs, destructs and reconstructs the Many Lives within the vast *One Self*.

**Questions:**

1. Can I define the essential difference between my “etheric double” and my gross, dense physical body?

2. What constitutes the physical body of God? Can I define this at two distinct levels?

3. *Why* do I have or inhabit a dense physical body?

4. Since my physical body is three-in-one, what is the counterpart lower reflection of each of these three bodies?

5. Am I really any one of these lower three mechanisms?

6. Can I define the kind of motion or line of motion related to frictional electricity?

7. What is my understanding of *permanent atoms*? Is there more than one for each being at each of the seven electrical levels of life?
Chapter 6

The Nature of the Soul

In the first primary universal differentiation of God into Father, Son and Holy Spirit, or Spirit, Soul and Body respectively, the key to the spatial existence of the soul stands apparent. Soul is always the mid-point or mediating central principle between spirit and matter in any life form. Each aspect of the Holy Trinity also subdivides into three aspects. Therefore, our Father in Heaven or Spirit has a soul. The Son or Christ has a soul. And the Mother, Holy Spirit or Matter, has a soul. The soul always bridges between spirit and matter. Soul cannot exist without the fusion of these two basic aspects. It requires a combination of higher fire and lower fire for the birthing of the mid-fire of the soul. Pure spirit substance by itself does not have a soul. Only when matter combines with spirit does soul come forth into manifestation.

What are some of the outstanding characteristics of the soul? Can the presence of the soul be known or proven? The soul will definitely be proven scientifically soon. Meanwhile, a definite personality change becomes visible to self and others when the human soul reaches a dominance within the life of any individual. He or she immediately becomes cooperative, where competition ruled before; responsible where grave irresponsibility held sway;
harmless, tolerant, positive, etc., where brutality, intolerance, negativity, etc., had presided previously. A calm balance now exists within that soul being.

The presence of the human soul brings tranquility, poise, order and purpose into the life of the man or woman who before was troubled, unsure, unorganized and aimless. Thus when these effects are seen, measured and documented sufficiently, the presence of the soul will be proven through the tools of science itself in psychology (see my book, Divine Psychology, for more information about this).

The outstanding qualities of the human soul are creativity, consciousness, awareness, light and sentience. The presence of any one of these aspects indicates the life of a soul. Without them, unconsciousness, unawareness or darkness and apparent senselessness prevail.

When did your soul or my soul come into existence for the first time? All that we can predicate in a true answer to this question is that it occurred for each of us eon’s ago.

Just as every other atom of existence from the smallest to the largest—though the exact process was in reverse—we each burst forth as a minute particle of light many eons ago. We trilled or thrilled to our first awareness of ‘I Am’ self and of course desired to experience it again. We did. Desire “to BE” kept flaming forth within us time and time again. The consciousness of life called each forth into
manifestation over and over. With each flash forth, we were more self-aware of our existence as an individual self for a longer and longer time.

So our long journey upon the path of life conscious and ‘I Am’ sentience began. Naturally, we moved toward that which is pleasurable and away from that which is painful. This school of experience taught us all we needed to know in that form, particle or elementary life level of existence. We now still do constantly evolve out of a prior lesser center into a succeeding larger center or sphere in our phenomenal life.

We advanced upon the duality path of evolution in consciousness and form. We graduated from the mineral kingdom into the vegetable kingdom, through the animal kingdom and the human kingdom. Our next progression will evolve us into the spiritual kingdom. The conscious self or human soul that is you and me will transcend our restricted narrow earthbound life in human form. We will evolve into conscious units within the spiritual kingdom. And all this time—from our first flashing forth to now—we have been immortal. We have moved from point to point, sphere to sphere maintaining a constant life thread between each new existence in form. Time upon time the new form is disintegrated and reformed, but the soul within moves on and on and on through life everlasting.
Another major difference between body and soul is that soul is composed of magnetic electricity. It is this attractive energy that pulls and holds the rotating atoms of substance into your body or mine. When you and I withdraw our soul from the physical body, its disintegration follows immediately. It is also this magnetic influence or radiation of the soul that automatically tends toward fusion or inclusion and is the positive togetherness estate that is such an outstanding hallmark of the soul. Like attracts like, magnetic electricity produces spiral-cyclic motion. Thus, the form rising to a soul influence may arc up into a wider sweeping orbit than formerly allowed in the normal rotational path of the personality or its limited mortal human equipment.

An important angle to the study of the nature of the soul involves the oversoul or group soul. Whenever two or more units of life are gathered together, that which exists between them as a life force assumes the shape, color, and note of an individual group soul. Size or numbers make no difference. A group soul gestalt may be a family group, a national group, religious group, an international group, a planetary, solar or a cosmic group, and so on and on and on eternally.

It is an interesting and very important observation that when we divide a group, whatever it may be, into three, we will discover that there is a “group personality” as well as
a “group soul” and a “group spirit.” It follows naturally that if more individual units in any group hold their consciousness high as a soul, the group soul will hold more power than the group personality.

This group will display most of the positive and attractive energy that any individual soul would under any similar life condition. If the converse is true, if more individual units in the group are operating at a personality level, then the group would naturally exhibit all of the negative repulsive characteristics of an individual living in that fashion. Use this yardstick to measure yourself and your group, whether family, community, nation, race, religion or whatever. Any group is nothing more and nothing less than the total aggregate of its units. The consciousness or soul (these are equal and synonymous terms) of any individual or group can be read or seen by its quality as opposed to quantitative aspect. Every effort should be made by every student to realize that he is not his instruments. He is not the personality, nor his mental emotional or physical bodies. I recommend that every student memorize and use the following identification affirmation:
IDENTIFICATION AFFIRMATION

I am not my body,
I am not my emotions,
I am not my mind,
I am not my ego or my human personality.
These are each and all instruments of my soul!

Questions:
1. Can I name at least three major qualities of the soul?
2. How do I know that the animal soul differs from a human soul?
3. Am I both? Am I more than my soul?
4. Do I understand the difference in the primary motion of the soul versus the primary motion of the body?
5. Am I personally convinced of the reality of my soul? If so, how can I communicate my convictions to others?
6. Will my immortality ever end?
Chapter 7

The Nature of the Spirit

Each of the three major electrical aspects of Source is easily distinguishable by their innate characteristics. The nature of body is different than the nature of soul and the soul is again different than spirit. Spirit, in turn, shows up clearly different than soul or body. It is the primary Source of both body and soul, or of human form and consciousness. We can say that a human soul makes its contact with its spirit at the exact point where its consciousness and its own flesh meet at any given moment in time and space. This is an open door to our great dynamic electrical spirit or Being. It is at this juncture that all power and purpose flows into your consciousness or mine.

Spirit is the first aspect of any life in form. It is pure sheer vitality. It is the highest vibratory range of life. In fact, it is life. Life is spirit. It is dynamic electricity. Spirit demonstrates an invincible, immutable forward motion as opposed to electro-magnetic electricity of our soul as spiral-cyclic motion and the frictional electricity of the 3-D body seen as rotational motion.

Spirit is the core point or nucleus of every form of being. It is the central depth of visible and invisible existence. It is will, as opposed to love and action. It is our
*Father Aspect* rather than our Son Aspect or our Mother Aspect. It is our *point* rather than our radius, soul or peripheral body of our world or personal sphere of our life in human embodiment.

Spirit, like body and soul, can be observed, discerned and be *known*. It is the great *aggressive thrust* of creation itself in any form. Spirit is necessary for *starting* or *initiating* any objective. It requires *motion*—therefore *will* or *power*—a visible characteristics of spirit to start something.

Spirit is the pure energy of *God* demonstrating and initiating all action. It is *God purpose* becoming manifest physically. From our human duality viewpoint, spirit *shows up* in our phenomenal three-dimensional world as *desire*.

Since spirit itself can never be fully contained by soul or body, it *reflects* in your mind or mine as *personal* desire. It then follows that every aspect of creation is the physical reflection and result of desire, of will or spirit.

Without desire there would be no 3-D world; no you, no me, no loved ones *manifest*, thus no *form* of physical existence at all. Spirit *is life abundant!* Again, from our human angle, your spiritual essence or mine is the direct reflection of our *Monad*, of our spiritual *Source* at a planetary level. Note that there are only three types of human monads. The point of life from which we burst forth from
non-being is at either the first, second or third level of primordial planetary \textit{being}. So according to that specific plane of our \textit{emergence}, we are a first ray, second ray or third ray monad or spiritual Being.

\textit{Monad} means \textit{one}, so this “one” that is you at a spiritual level must be one of these basic \textit{and only} major three monadic ray types. A first ray monad will naturally demonstrate \textit{will and power}. A second ray monad will exhibit energies of \textit{love and wisdom}. A third ray monad will be colored or imbued with \textit{active intelligence}. Thus, your or my peculiar spiritual essence can be noted and known by our proclivities; our deep, sustaining demonstrations of one of the three primary monadic ray forces at work or play in our Being.

Another characteristic of spirit is that it makes its \textit{shown} appearance in the \textit{disciple} at the time and point when he or she \textit{becomes an initiate}. This can be equated with the fact that initiation into any new level of consciousness requires an \textit{initiatory act} or a begun motion toward a now new horizon.

The initiate opens up or blazes new trails for him or herself, as well as for others, that will naturally follow his \textit{Way Shower} lead. The initiate who takes the posture or stance from spirit has the capability of “standing back” from any pairs of opposites beneath or above him. During that stance, \textit{he or she is spirit} personified.
From another equally interesting viewpoint, the initiate who represents motion in this trinity is always capable of doing at least three times the work of an average person in the same linear time simply because he is able to stand back and see how to utilize time and space in a more comprehensive and whole or more adept self-created fashion.

In summary, spirit can be known. During any form of manifestation, it is the genuine synthesis between awareness and flesh, between soul and body, between all consciousness and form, between the invisible and visible, between time and space, between life and death and so on endlessly between every manifest three-dimensional form or phenomenal pair of opposites.

The man or woman who responds to the sense of synthesis is then moving into a spiritual posture of awareness. Spirit is being and identity. So, every person who is now awake and capable of identifying wholly with every other person, place or thing is divinely demonstrating his or her spiritual essence. Thus the whole I—or holy I—being is you and me consciously centered in our own and in each and all forms of existence!
Questions:

1. Can I explain how desire is the agent of will or spirit?

2. Am I able to distinguish the difference between body, soul and spirit with any form of existence and that does include events?

3. What are a minimum of seven good synonyms of spirit?

4. Why and how does an initiate demonstrate spiritual Being?

5. Do I clearly understand the basic three monadic types of human beings?

6. What does synthesis mean?

7. If every “atom” or part of life has a purpose...what is mine?
Spirit, soul and body are depicted symbolically above.

*Spirit* emerges out of non-being at some point in time and space.

*Soul* equals the *line of consciousness* or radius from the inner point to outer periphery.

*Body* equals the circle of phenomenal manifestation the exterior shell or force field temporarily created by spirit and soul.
PART TWO

THE KINGDOMS
Chapter 8

The Mineral Kingdom

Each of the seven kingdoms of nature are structured in a hierarchical pattern to form a bridge and the vital support to the one beneath it and the one above it. The mineral kingdom supplies the base platform for the other six phenomenal hierarchies of existence. It is the densest and darkest periphery within the many spheres of worldly existence. The seventh ray is more fully externalized at this level of existence than any other. The entire structured, ordered rhythm and vitality of all the other micro kingdoms of life stem from this substantial seventh ray base. The elements of the mineral kingdom are all formed by minute elemental lives that cohere together into the ordered orbits at atomic levels that give substance to spirit and soul.

The atoms are living souls with their source being pure spirit. The many live atoms gather together into their own species. Hydrogen joins with hydrogen, oxygen with oxygen, nitrogen with nitrogen, and so on endlessly. Wherever there is a natural affinity, then these atoms form alliances or purposeful fusions, such as the willful marriage of two atoms of basic hydrogen with one atom of oxygen producing H2O or water.
The entire sum total of elemental lives in manifestation at a seventh ray or mineral level at any given moment in time comprises our earthly mineral kingdom. The various families of “elementals” all gather together naturally. Gold atoms join gold atoms, silver merges with silver, earth with earth, water with water, fire with fire, air with air and ether with ether. Yet during this family alliance, there is often the fusion of several or all of these families as, for example, when earth, water, air and ether merge naturally. During volcanic action, fire violently blends into this already compounded and highly volatile admixture. This vital interplay between elemental life forces and the deva builders is essential for their growth. Every particle or atom of life at every level of being is becoming (coming to be more than it was) at any given conjunction of time and space.

All seven major kingdoms of nature are made up of elemental lives and deva lives. They each give their vital essence at their particular level to form the kingdom of nature into which they have graduated or to which they have gravitated.

There is a vast difference between what makes up the mental elemental of a human being and what constitutes the sum total essence of a planet or a star. All are elementals, but the degree of sensitivity and expanded feeling consciousness is vastly different. Adding more light from another angle, the human entity during incarnation has three major active elementals feeling out his three-
dimensional existence: The aforementioned mental elemental, the emotional elemental and the physical elemental. These are the members of his family the Christian Initiate St. Paul said to “cut off” if they offended or tempted the dedicated disciple. Elementals and devas advance upon the evolutionary scale through feeling and, in their sum total, comprise the angelic kingdom.

We human beings advance upon our evolutionary path through thinking. Yet there is always a blending of both of these kingdoms. One does not–and we cannot–exist without the other. Feeling and thinking are primary electrical dualities just as love and fear are positive and negative polarities. Without one, the duality existence of the other is not possible.

The key word in the last sentence is existence for outward or phenomenal living demands polar union. The elemental life forces are the building blocks and the devas are the builders. The elementals act unconsciously, simply falling into position through the impetus of feeling, while the devas are conscious mental creators and have a hierarchical structure within their evolutionary ranks just as within our own human framework.

There are graded Initiates, Masters, Cohans and great Lords in the Deva Kingdom too. Many of these great beings can be seen in the giant windstorms, ablaze in the for-
est fires and in the many other spectacular natural occurrences upon our earth and in the heavens.

The entire mineral kingdom is composed of elemental lives that can and do take on etheric shapes such as fire salamanders, sea nymphs, earth brownies, elves and the countless other nature spirits that teem about us. For us to consider merely the apparent concrete or rigid construction of the mineral kingdom as our major reality would be a great mistake. For even the hardest matter on earth is nothing more, nothing less than light life energy or electricity and is literally filled with worlds of space between the most minute, condensed and base concentrated atomic particles. All of it exists because of a root belief that it exists.

All of us hold earthly substance and all co-Creation together MENTALLY. The mineral kingdom is governed by the first and seventh rays, and forms the base of and exists side-by-side with the six other major kingdoms of nature that consciously coexist together upon earth or any other physical planet. It supplies the literal stage for human consciousness while in physical incarnation, the groundwork upon which its dreams may become concrete reality.

The earth, water, fire, air and ether are each rich, vibrant and beautiful in the tones, colors and shapes that numberless forms of life create. Thus, it is our Garden of Eden, providing a myriad of pathways and a solid footing for our physical feet to trod upon. If our walk upon earthly
plains through the low valleys and high snow-capped mountains we realize that we are literally treading through life itself, our journey will radiate an added sparkle of light and love.

Questions:

1. What is the main difference between an *elemental* and a *deva*?
2. Are there truly any lifeless particles or forms in the entire universe?
3. What gives a bar of gold its solidity?
4. What is my understanding of the difference between my own physical elemental and my mental elemental?
5. How do elementals and devas advance upon their peculiar evolutionary path?
6. Why is the mineral kingdom the outward manifestation of the seventh ray?
7. Why do atoms of one kind gather together with others of their kind, such as water with water, silver with silver and so on? Hint: Can you express the Law in three words?
Chapter 9

The Vegetable Kingdom

Every kingdom of nature forms a natural support or bridge to the life forms below it or above it. Thus, the mineral form sacrifices its life so that the vegetable kingdom can appear. In turn, the vegetable gives its substance that the animal kingdom may live.

All of the kingdoms of nature do have correspondences with the elements. Earth relates to the mineral kingdom. Water is the parallel of the vegetable kingdom. This should come as no real surprise to the scientific minded since the major part of all kinds of vegetation is water. The remaining portion of the vegetable form is mineral, without which the watery form could not have a blueprinted form to exist.

Each kingdom of nature produces a parallel new avenue of consciousness, a perceptual sense, if you wish. Earth gave rise to instinct and water or the vegetable kingdom gave birth to emotion. Therefore, there exists a natural bridge between sentiency–feeling awareness–and our grand and much appreciated and so incredibly diverse plant kingdom.

From the greater viewpoint, all of the complex life forms in the vegetable kingdom together make up One Great Entity. This same statement can be postulated as a
truth about each of the other major kingdoms of nature. Whether it is elemental, vegetable, animal, human, spiritual or whatever, one singular Great Being is the Grand Archetype of that specific kingdom of nature. The various form types within any major kingdom of nature are simply geometrical and biological alterations. All of them ring true to their central identity and are always related gradations of their prime source. We can look about us and see this great rich diversity within each kingdom in nature. Only the human kingdom follows a very pronounced uniform form structure. All three subhuman kingdoms literally teem with diversity in size, unique shapes and are ablaze with color.

The smallest green blade of grass to the largest redwood tree is linked to every other plant or vegetable on our earth. Thanks to Creation for all of them for this link extends to other kingdoms. Without plants, all higher forms of life as we know them in physical form could not exist. Because of the close analogy, this is similar to saying that without emotion the animal kingdom could not have come into existence. The truth of this is apparent when we consider that the vital fluids or electrical currents build upon each other, layer by layer, to produce multidimensional extensions or kingdoms of nature.

Esoterically, the vegetable kingdom follows the sixth ray line of force when viewed from upwards looking
down, or the second ray line when looking up from our lowest plane of existence. From either angle, it falls into the two, four, six line of energy—our incredibly beautiful, colorful and uniquely mystical or feminine range of duality. Perception of this glorious kingdom of nature that adorns all earth in such a rich array will give the deep student of the MYSTERIES a more wholesome view and a far greater appreciation of the lush plant and vegetable forms of life all around him or her.

Since feeling provides the entire major thrust of evolution for life in the vegetable kingdom, it should come as no surprise that all of the deva and elemental kingdom are inseparably related to it. Thus, each plant or giant tree has an angelic elemental or deva entity to one degree or another. It is only our inability to recognize, know or contact that degree of life that so often keeps nature’s secret hidden from our conscious mind. Perhaps this new insight will rouse in you a little more loving consideration for our very alive, beautiful, feeling vegetable brothers and sister on Earth.

Questions:

1. What kind or range of consciousness does a plant have?
2. Do plants feel?
3. What forms the central seed for any type of plant or of a vegetable?

4. Why is the vegetable kingdom on a higher vibratory plane than the mineral?

5. Does each individual plant have a central life of its own, and if so, in what form—elemental or deva?

6. What two of the seven rays govern the vegetable kingdom?

7. What other kingdom provides a base or support for the vegetable kingdom?
Chapter 10
The Animal Kingdom

The combination of mineral and vegetable kingdoms give substance and support to the animal forms of life. Here too One Great Being stands at the head of this kingdom.

He or she is the Grand Archetype and the origin for every known and unknown animal species in the solar system. Yes, as you can well imagine, there are countless forms of animals that have lived upon earth and on other planets that are totally unknown to us. There are still some on earth that have not yet been seen and categorized. In this same vein, we can certainly foresee countless mutations of existing animal forms or even the sudden appearance of spectacular new forms of animals upon earth.

This kingdom stands in third spot in order upon the evolutionary scale. Therefore, it is governed exoterically by a third ray energy when looking up and a fifth ray energy when looking down. This explains why the animal form is mobile, since the third ray is the ray of active intelligence. It also gives rise to the ability of the animal to think, for the fifth ray is the ray of concrete knowledge and science. So when the animal kingdom reaches full maturity, the various higher animal types will be thinking in the same way that we humans reason or think today. At that
time, of course, our human consciousness will be entirely intuitive and so very completely different than it is now. This event will take a span of millions of years, so it should not be such a difficult concept to accept. Be expectant of it as end times is very close and duality consciousness will vanish from our Earth.

Meanwhile all animals evolve and form a natural chain of higher consciousness that furthers purpose in Creation. As the animal grows in development it moves closer and closer to the unique radiation of actual human contact. Eventually, an entire class of domestic animal species such as our dogs, cats, elephants and horses reach the point where they, too, are ready to individualize as human soul embodiments.

The very purposeful and natural sequence of animals living under human domestication gives aspiration to the individual animals in any particular species at any given time upon earth to strive for human consciousness. The closeness that you now share with your pet—whether bird, dog, cat, horse or whatever—may supply final thrust of inspiration for it to sever its last vestige of animal consciousness and enable it to vibrate or emerge through the door of human individualization the next time a doorway opens here on earth.

With that thought, perhaps you will recognize more fully your own role as the “middleman” in this great spiri-
tual transaction. Your own peculiar radioactive human energy rubs off on your pets and other domesticated animals, as well as on your plants, jewels and so forth.

Now, just as the vegetable kingdom ignited the birth of emotions, the animal kingdom fanned forth the flame of the intellect. The physical brain that has taken shape today in higher forms of animal life is still in a latent stage. These brains will be in full flame in all the higher animals either at upcoming end times or again within a few million years.

Thus, since our intellect falls under the category of an animal characteristics, academic man who normally takes such great pride in his mind will now perhaps be a little more humble–like you and like I, too, have become through my own gradual study and understanding of the Law.

We might note that since animals are the total sum of three kingdoms merged together–mineral, vegetable, animal–they are individually and en masse a composite reflection of instinct, emotion and intellect. These three avenues of awareness have all synthesized in the animal during its last lifetime in animal form. It thus prepares it for its forthcoming well-earned first human 3-D mold and embodiment on Earth.
In the great *School of Life*, each kingdom of nature stands at a certain grade of education and awareness. The animal who achieves full maturity is a *third-grader*. Its still younger classmates—from the vegetable and the mineral kingdom respectively—are *second* and *first-graders*. And since there are seven definite *grades* of schooling upon a 3-D planetary existence, to reach third grade level—meaning to have a fully developed instinctual, emotional and mental body—is still nothing to write home about!

This certainly points up the need for all of us, you and me included, to transcend our purely animal base and to demonstrate our own new distinct *fourth-grade* or higher vibratory pure human nature.

**Questions:**

1. What exoteric ray flows naturally through the animal kingdom? What esoteric ray?

2. What prepares animals for human individualization?

3. Why are animals third-graders?

4. What are the three sensory avenues that merge into the formation of animal consciousness?

5. Do animals emerge from one great central source of animal being?
6. Why is man often called beastly or a human animal?

7. Can I explain why certain animal species die out and remarkable higher new ones form over the millennia?
Even though the human family has arrived here, with billions of incarnated human beings representing this fourth kingdom of nature, the fact is there are few *true* human beings on earth today. We might phrase this same cryptic statement in another way. Just because you and I have been “passed” into the *fourth grade* does not mean that we are now fully qualified fourth-graders. At best, we can state that we are third-graders—animal consciousnesses gradually learning how to be fourth-graders or *how to be human*!

These introductory remarks may shock ego-centered folks who take *holier-than-thou* ignorant pride in their success at arriving into the human kingdom. Shock is often the kind of an electrical jolt necessary to loosen a narrow mind from its tight grip on its obvious limiting mind-focus.

Let us look at it from another interesting and much similar way. Is it not true that you and I are quite literally encased in *animal* body form? No matter how elegant the clothes that adorn us, the naked form that you and I entered the world in and may soon ascend this world in remains one hundred percent animal in shape and in literal organic being.
Our human consciousness has an animal base. It quite obviously also contains all of the animal characteristics of instinct emotion and intellect. We are then at our base, all lower reacting feeling and thinking beings. Yet as well, we know we are much more for we are also distinctly human.

The human kingdom has in turn given rise to human soul consciousness or intuition. The core of our human awareness that extends from the intuitive plane of the fourth electrical sphere to the higher plane of Earth life is positive to our lower personality or base animal consciousness. The true human being, who is certainly extremely rare, therefore exhibits a positive influence or radiation in earthly affairs. He or she is balanced, sane, reasonable-acting, responsible, filled with faith, loving and harmless in thought, feeling and action.

In contrast, the average person who identifies almost solely with their “beastly” natures—their third-grade consciousness—are imbalanced, insane and reactionary, irresponsible, doubting, hateful and aggressively violent in thought, feeling and action. If you compare each of the descriptive adjectives with each of their counterparts in the preceding two sentences, the differences could be extended into the thousands. These few correspondences actually serve only to color and accentuate the point that very few fourth-graders here on earth today truly demonstrate fourth
grade consciousness. Most of our beloved schoolmates in our human grade are fourth-graders *in name only*.

To rephrase the same idea in another way, most humans are human at this point only in form and name. They still actively hold aggressive animal or third-grade stances. A rude beastly posture often rules the so-called normal human being. How ironic then that only the *super-human* beings—for they look that way from the standard viewpoint—actually give living demonstration of *true human qualities!* These outstanding brothers and sisters in our human kingdom are, in the jargon of the MYSTERIES, our earthly Adepts. Human beings who have reached full maturity. Yet when the evolutionary work of our Planetary Deity is finished upon earth all of the many members of our human family, whether currently incarnated or out of the body, will be matured fourth-graders or Adepts.

From a similar angle, as in other kingdoms of nature, individual man on earth is a minute copy of a Universal Man—a Great Human Being—Who has seeded all of the stars and planets in the heavens with his human or sentient reflections.

Humanity occupies the central position in the major seven kingdoms of nature upon earth. From either an upward or a downward line of approach, our kingdom occupies the fourth sphere of existence. Thus, we are wholly permeated and conditioned by the fourth ray of *Harmony*
through Conflict. This explains readily why our human mode of evolution is to struggle consciously through obstructions. This ray force enables humankind to evolve fast. Without crisis, human consciousness would stand still. This knowledge should enable us to psychologically convert every problem into perspective of a creative human challenge. That will truly lighten our load and hasten our growth.

Humans then consist of a unique blending of the four great streams of divine awareness in time: instinct, emotion, intellect and intuition. These form a holy unity within. Through the natural synthesis of these three electrical and one electromagnetic stream, God has created a magnificent, acting, feeling, thinking, psychic human God-man creature in the flesh!

As presented earlier, the mineral kingdom supports the vegetable. The vegetable supports the animal. Each kingdom of life sacrifices its life that the next succeeding kingdom may live. The human being, who is thus a composite of the three lower kingdoms within him, follows this same divine course of action. He, too, must and does sacrifice his base animal nature.

He gives it up, and in the process must be transmuted into a genuine human being. May that same radiant divine process be speeded up in you now and in all of our One Human Family upon ascending Mother Earth!
Questions:

1. What four streams of awareness meet and merge in humans?

2. Do I know the difference between animal consciousness and true human consciousness?

3. What plane is humankind related to?

4. What ray force flows through humans?

5. What does man sacrifice to become truly human?

6. Do I understand the analogy between animals and third-grade consciousness and humans and fourth-grade consciousness?

7. Do I thoroughly understand that each human on earth is a microscopic reflection of a singular macrocosmic human?
Chapter 12
The Spiritual Kingdom

There is a very ancient statement in the MYSTERIES: “The goal of an atom is to be a man and the goal of a man is to be a God.” From another just as equally important viewpoint—every atom and every man is already a God part. Each is the very essence and being of God at the atomic or human level. The very important difference stems from the reality that the atom man does not know conscious awareness of his divinity until he moves out of the animal kingdom into the human and spiritual kingdoms.

As man achieves awareness at a spiritual level and lives at that level of being, he becomes a masterful fifth-grader in consciousness, to use our familiar correspondence. Already a full-grown Adept, he is a fully conscious member of The White Brotherhood and strives not to achieve the greater status of a Master. This means conscious immersion within five worlds of existence simultaneously. He must fully then learn how to wield the five major electricities of the physical, astral, mental, intuitive and spiritual planes. He must first transfer his focus from his soul at the intuitive level to his spiritual Being on the spiritual 5th dimensional plane.
From the strictly human angle, he is tapping first ray or spiritual *Will and Power* consciousness. He already tapped the third ray *Active Intelligence* as the Initiate of the Third Degree, as well as the Second Ray *Love-Wisdom* vibes of the Adept. But, from the planetary viewpoint, the fifth-grader or Master is merely tapping the Active Intelligence level of His Planetary Being. He or She is the *action part* of the planetary aspect of *trinity*.

We can take this same analogy a step further to show how all things are relative and *linked in* at their level of importance. The fifth grader at planetary levels holds the equivalent of an Initiate of the First Degree. He is only a first-grader *at cosmic levels*. All will eventually graduate out of the spiritual kingdom into the monadic kingdom as Cohans, and from that sublime altitude will matriculate to the highest divine kingdom—the pinnacle point upon earth—as great *Mahacohans*.

Thus, it can readily be seen that each kingdom of nature forms an upward and downward bridge to greater and lesser forms, levels and degrees of consciousness and life. Yet all parts of *God are divine* and the least active most minute atom is just as significant in the whole scheme of creation as the most dynamic and greatest atom of Being in the universe. *All for one and one for all* sounds forth from all of nature.
Exoterically, the spiritual kingdom is ruled by the third ray of Active Intelligence when looking down and by the fifth ray of Concrete Science and Knowledge when looking up. Perhaps, as stated in an earlier paragraph in this chapter, that fifth-graders work with the third ray of active intelligence at a planetary level will be more meaningful in this light.

The spiritual kingdom relates to ether just as the human kingdom relates to air and the animal kingdom relates to fire. From the human angles, these correspond respectively to identity, intuition and intellect. The human being who taps and lives His spiritual identity can identify at will with all these things to become a Master and thus enters fully the consciousness of the spiritual kingdom.

Questions:

1. Do I understand why an initiate of the fifth degree at a planetary level stands merely an initiate of the first degree at cosmic levels?

2. What is the goal of every atom?

3. What is the goal of every man?

4. What are the five worlds of the Master?

5. What major element relates to the fifth kingdom?
6. What rays stream exoterically through the fifth kingdom?

7. Do I understand how identity and being relate?
VIBRATION OR FREQUENCY CHART

1 ______________________________________ 2
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D.  MW NW MW MW MW MW MW
C.   MW MW MW MW MW
B.   MW MW MW
A.   MW

1 ______________________________________ 2

The above chart depicts the varying wavelengths between any given unit of *time* in space.

Pole 1 to Pole 2 could represent a moment, a minute, an hour, week, day, month, year, century or eon of time if you wish. The wave length of line A represents any unit of life–human being included–that has a wave pattern equal to one high point (mountain peak) and one low point (valley) within the given time unity period. This is a base “low vibe” person, place, thing or event relatively compared to the ascending vibratory or frequency patterns.

Thus, wave length patterns B, C & D represent three, five and seven frequency alterations *per the same time unit*. 
Continuing this increasing vibratory tempo to the stable life or wave pattern represented by E, we arrive at a breakthrough point. When any life unit reaches this point (the plains) with no highs or lows, further growth at that point in that plane or dimension is impossible. Thus the worn old life unit breaks through and starts from a new base pattern again, only now at a higher point, level, plane, or a circle of being.
PART THREE

TIME
Chapter 13

Time

Time like all other things can be humanly approached from several very distinct angles. It is multidimensional and linear. Time is also energy from another very real view. Time is more than a river-like flow of events in your life or mine. Time is all present, all permeating, for just as we can correctly acknowledge that there is One God, One Reality, we can also state truthfully that there is only One Time, The Eternal Now.

First, let us examine time as we acknowledge it in our daily human affairs. We speak of certain total cycles or spheres of motion that we call moments, seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years, decades, centuries, millennia, eons and eternity. All of these timely events are certainly relative to our three dimensional straight-line approach. These time segments are either behind us, presently occurring or before us.

Meanwhile, at each passing conscious moment, the past is instantly nullified by the ceaseless occurring moment of the present. At the same time, the occurring moment is being instantly canceled by the emerging future moment of time.
Past, present and future are constant, irrelevant to the microcosmic or macrocosmic consciousness that focuses at one, two, or all three of these relative angles of awareness. What is past to one is present to another and future to yet another! To the limited three-dimension consciousness that focuses entirely upon this linear “activity” or time–really your or my awareness of our time–the past is gone and forever frozen upon the skein of eternity. The present affords only a modicum of alternative approaches to given events in the seeming now while the future certainly looks almost totally out of our control and beyond our range of influence and knowing or personal security.

It would be a sad reality if our linear approach to time were the total extent of it. Fortunately, consciousness is layered in circles or spheres. Truly straight lines do not exist except in our self-constructed logic within three-dimensional reality. By focusing your individual consciousness properly, you can tap past and future and thus relate—or re-late—to it again. The key to understanding this more clearly is to take the last word of the last sentence and break it down to again. You gain on a thing or event because you add to it. When you learn to increase the sphere of your view you are like a person who has magically transformed his view from the valley (past) or plains (present) to the mountaintop (future) where all action and interaction of past, present and future can be seen beneath his or her awed gaze. You can extend your layer or circle
of vision by taking yourself even higher by assuming the view of an astronaut in space. There looking down, earth is greatly reduced in perspective to all other objects, objectives (thus events) from this greater world perspective. From this exalted place in space the personal affairs of the viewer or of the entire human race upon the small globe earth appears greatly narrow. Time seen from this perspective soberes the viewing consciousness to the fact that so-called “immediate cycles” are not as important as our human ego would and does declare. From such an elevated posture, the “little wills of men” are very obviously subservient to the Will of God, Who has a greater command of time than the creatures He has created. That is why all the astronauts are literally “changed people” since they have caught a greater glimpse of “time” in human affairs on earth. The arrogant scientific mind must stand awed when confronted with the vastness of time at solar or cosmic levels.

We must now go a step further with all of the preceding data on time to apply everything as outlined—time in layers—to a multi-dimensional perspective as well. The Eternal Now can be focused in observing or participating consciousness through one or several dimensions. Naturally, this can only be done by the person who has learned how to do it. The exception occurs as a spontaneous cognition to more than a one-depth level when certain inner and outer key body chakra alignments take place. This same
phenomenon occurs in meditation or through self-suggestion and is the reason for deja vu. Only initiates and Adept or above are capable of a controlled tapping of multi-dimensional spheres within The Eternal Now.

Lastly, time units, atomic units and energy units are precisely the same thing. The flaring forth or so brilliant flashing out of consciousness at greater or lesser levels of existence are essentially vitality, life or energy. It is only the size of the consciousness that limits or determines the psychological time state. What may be days to an ant may be hours to you and moments to planetary size entities and vice versa.

Your recognition and understanding of these foregoing concepts concerning time widens your own horizons. All is not indelibly printed upon the page of time. An event can be erased and altered when necessary. Each of us speeds up our own ability to handle time—as opposed to being greatly circumscribed by it—as we modify our own perspective in The Eternal Now. We can remain in the “valley,” ascend to “the plains” or even climb the “mountain peak.” The choice is ultimately and forever yours or mine. All body motions go in an existing line of direction or orbit unless moved out of that orbit by another force. The question is will we be so motivated by pleasure or pain, through wisdom or ignorance. The choice is completely and forever freely ours and the time is now.
Questions:

1. What is The Eternal Now?
2. Why is time energy?
3. Why is time life itself
4. How can past, present or future be transcended?
5. How is time–layered in spheres–rather than linear?
6. Explain time, a deja vu experience and what alignment takes place?
7. How is cyclic or periodical time related to your own multidimensional time?

THE SEVEN PLANES

DIVINE
MONADIC
SPIRITUAL
INTUITIVE
MENTAL
EMOTIONAL
PHYSICAL

The above chart depicts the sevenfold division of the One Space. These are, of course, arbitrary lines and the entire spectrum should be viewed as multidimensional or
spherical rather than in a linear one-dimensional space perspective. All these dimensions do and are merged into one space and definitely all blend and overlap.
PART FOUR

SPACE
Chapter 14

Space

Everyone is familiar with the three-dimensional space, with spatial distance between one and another or several other points. It appears obvious to our senses that space exists. Without it, there would be no geometry of existence for width, depth and height would all be non-existent. Yet space that appears to be cut up and divided into myriad designs of ordered and chaotic shapes—embellished with a rich array of colors and graced with motion—stands stately indivisible in itself! There is only One Space!

This vast unity of space remains hidden to normal sight. Our own human consciousness focuses in a narrow band of physical, emotional, and mental existence. We are limited by our physical eyes and the report of our material senses.

That space, like time, is ONE, boggles the mind. How can this be? How can the part or particle that we are stand apart from the wholeness of spatial reality and grasp the fact that one ether or one fluid forms and provides heights, widths and depths! Yet, this is so.

What we at our phenomenal level recognize as space is merely the worldly reflection of spaceless space and is the boundless Source of all time and all life motion. At the sur-
face or exterior level, and what is submerged and alive in
the multi-dimensional layers of conscious being, you and I
certainly encounter and experience what appears to be
multi-spatial existence. Nevertheless, all of these sensual
observations are merely appraisals limited to our limited
“human sense” and, therefore, as a rule these sensory
channels are unable to hold the immensity of all space that
is One within them!

Verbal communication, telepathy, radio, television, the
internet and all other highly developed methods of per-
sonal and mechanical communication are possible because
the message within any part of the One Space is available
to any and every other point of life within that vast ONE
space. Thus just as there is relative time in time, there is
also relative space in space. Space exists in all of creation
and simultaneously. It is only us, you or I, who often limit
our spatial contours. We give definition to our creature-
hood and creative experiences. We set the boundaries of
our self-being, whether human being, planetary being, so-
lar being or whatever, by the definite lines or the confining
walls we draw around us in our 3-D material or spiritual
existence.

The same creative pattern we shape the boundaries of
our spatial existence is followed by the very tiniest to the
largest form of life in the universe. Unless we restrict, give
definition to or define our conscious being, there would be
no self-awareness for us for a limitless self could not take shape in a duality world to be known at any level of being.

Thus, space is warped or woven into the shape and cloth of our desire. For a brief moment, relative space and relative time form a relative point or foci of points into a relative life motion or thrust of self. A baby, a star, an atom or a new world is *birthed* within the fiery womb of Mother Space. Behind, ahead and through *all time* and *all motion* stands *all space*, giving birth and death and resolution to all *points or circles* and *worlds* of each and all *forms* of life.

**Questions:**

1. How would I explain *one space* in one sentence?

2. What is relative space?

3. Do I understand the link-up between communication and space?

4. Why must space be defined or limited from an ‘I Am’ self-perspective?

5. Is spaceless space a physical world construct?

6. Why is space three-dimensional from our limited human perspective?
7. Why is space related to the term Mother? And, therefore, why does time and motion relate to Father and Son? If so, in what order?
The above formula indicates the line of progression that any form or form of action takes starting from no thing to appear as a point or ‘I Am’ dot in time and space. Karma follows a noticeable line of direction as indicated by the line following the dot. However, since all motion in the three lower planes is rotational, that karma placed into the world simply orbits in a perfect circle and meets the one who put it into existence head on at an eventual timely full circle point.

Physical actions will return to the giver at physical, emotional and mental levels. Actions will return to the giver at our 3-D levels. This entire three-fold spectrum is governed by frictional electricity and our spherical or round structure houses all physical life in circular form. All karmic fruit must, by necessity, follow a contained orbital path as is fully indicated by a synthesis of the three of these symbols in the formula above. What seems complex is simple.
Part Five

MOTION
Chapter 15

Motion

Time, space and motion constitute an inseparable trinity in our material world. Each of these three aspects of reality relate to a primary source. In the great Holy Trinity, Mother represents space, Son represents time, and almighty Father represents motion.

The same unified approach to reality that we took on time and space must be applied to motion. There is One Motion, just as there is One Space and One Time! Certainly no one will deny the many types of subsidiary motions that you and deal with in our everyday, every place world. Not only are we in motion in sleep, as we rise from bed, as we walk from room to room in our homes; or as we drive, sail, fly or apply any of the many other forms of locomotion available as we go about our daily work or pleasure. We are also always in motion because beneath our feet our earth is turning on in its axis, orbiting around our mighty sun within an ordered pattern and rhythm. We can further add to the seeming complexity of these apparent or non-apparent motions with the motion of our own sun and the planet Earth planet moving in a huge sweep around some central point in our own Milky Way Galaxy, which follows a regular orbit around some Great Unknown Central Sun Life in the Universe. To top it off, our own
great universe moves into constant interaction with countless other universes. And if that is not enough, we can descend back down again to our own human systems and there see systems within systems, orbiting, winding, rushing about within us down to the living, moving cells and their trillions of atoms with billions of particles orbiting within them. It is then no small wonder that when we suddenly focus upon all of this dynamic, ceaseless motion within and without us, we are momentarily awestruck by the great immensity of it. Nevertheless, all of the motions pointed out are merely motions within ONE motion! All motion goes on everywhere at once in ALL of the ONE space and ONE life.

Actually, motion can be abridged, divided or multiplied into three primary motions—just as space can be approached from width, depth and height and time can be approached from past, present and future. The corresponding basic three primary motions are, at a phenomenal level, forward-driving motion representing the Father aspect, spiral-cyclic motion representing the Son aspect, and rotational motion representing the Mother aspect.

It might be interesting to ponder the fact that when the dual streams of space and motion are brought into unified conjunction, they actually give rise to six directions or to a possible six basic motions within the one space.
A few other pertinent relativities or correspondences between motion, time and space are, respectively, life, consciousness and form. Thus when life and form or spirit and matter come together you have consciousness time or the manifestation of the soul or Son. Meanwhile both of the pairs of opposites, the invisible world and visible world, draw all of their power from that point of life where they merge or fuse together. This point of power represents the monadic point within any atom of existence. It is the spirit, the source of duality. Likewise, we see the invisible world in this trinity stands for the soul and the visible world stands for the body.

Motion, life and God are all synonyms. The One Motion, One Life, One God makes all other motion or life of lesser gods at all worldly levels possible. In this same vein, that great illusion that we call motionlessness or death does not exist for motion or life is the incessant eternal, unchangeable expression of God in our universe. Nothing is static. All beings move. The very universe itself from any angle of time, space or motion stems out from the One Motion ITSELF.

Questions:

1. To what aspect of Deity does forward motion relate?

2. To what aspect of Deity does spiral-cyclic motion relate?
3. To what aspect of Deity does rotational motion relate?

4. Do I fully comprehend the concept of One Motion giving rise to all subsidiary motions?

5. Do I understand the actuality of six directions of space?

6. Do I understand that the declaration “Thou shalt not have any other Gods before me” is a statement of worldly fact that only One Motion or One God controls all being?

7. Why is there no death?
By Their Fruits …
all on earth shall be known …

WHO by thought, feeling, word, action LIFTS, UNITES and FREES individuals, groups, nations, races, creeds, does the work of GOD, of LIGHT, or CHRIST!

WHO by thought, feeling, word, action LOWERS, DIVIDES, and IMPRISONS individuals, groups, nations, races, creeds, does the work of SATAN, of DARKNESS of ANTI-CHRIST!
The above yardstick can be used by anyone. By it, every action of individuals, groups and nations is known. It will never break down.

**STUDY IT ... USE IT ... AND KNOW.**
PART SIX

THE PATH
Chapter 16

THE ASPIRANT

As man becomes aware of humanhood—distinguished from his animal-hood—he yearns naturally toward God-hood. There are many steps upon his or her journey upward and onward to greater dimensions and levels of being. There are also constant crossroads encountered with the resultant personal factor of a choice to make between one road and another. Sometimes the road of life turns out to be a wide, speedy, gleaming superhighway. At other points, it narrows to a slow dirt road, a dusty byway. There are many reversals and almost unbearable delays upon these highways and byways. There are dangerous crossings and countless detours all along the way. Yet while there is hope, there is a way. This is the way of the aspirant.

The aspirant travels the grand journey of life almost blindly. His mode of progression comes through trial and error. Hope is the impetus. A personal experience of obstruction and of a long and well-fought victory over the various life challenging elements sets the pace for his speed and the size of his next encounter. He or she aspires, but have not yet found true inspiration.

Who is this aspirant? What makes him or her different than the average man or woman? The aspirant is any one
of us as we reach that certain point of human evolution when we know that our physical reality does not hold the kind of lasting security for which we have longed and searched! The aspirant is *that soul* in human incarnation who finally realizes the earth-shaking truth that the ever-changing panorama of worldly events holds little or no security *in itself!* He or she senses a world of illusion.

Up to that moment, he or she has assumed that once things were set that was the end of further concern. Once a love affair has begun, a business securely established, a home purchased, and so on almost endlessly, life would run smoothly from that moment on. Now after lifetime after lifetime, experience after experience of incessant refocus to insecurity, the awesome truth of his or her fiction about a set reality becomes crystal-clear. The set physical world and physical relationships are not permanent at all! The only permanent thing is *change!* How else could growth ever be possible?

The aspirant now *clearly sees* the shifting, vacillating, very modifying state of the world and his or her affairs. All life, all worldly levels maintain and demand a constant motion, a ceaseless flux. Where, oh where is his or her long-sought world of security! Where is lasting peace, sweet rest and a true calm, a state of pointed tranquility that his or her soul longs so ardently for? Where, oh where in the world can it be?
Abruptly the terrifying truth dawns within his or her moving mind. There is no eternal haven of tranquility or peace in the physical world! All of the former misplaced reliance upon solid material structures becomes painfully apparent. No physical friendship, love, business, home or any other material relationship can withstand the onslaught of time. Friends move, loved ones die or fall “out” of love, the most secure business fails, homes give place to new “progress” as highways or shopping centers replace them; on and on in every walk of life and phase of our 3-D physical human experience.

In terms of these ancient MYSTERIES, this long period of schooling about changes that each human being undergoes individually—and humanity encounters en masse—depicts the mutable cross position in consciousness. For long and endless centuries, the incarnated soul in human form gives all trust to physical reality. He or she invests the physical world—or structural forms and relationships in it—with a false permanency that obviously does not exist. This important life lesson about the true ephemeral nature of physical reality takes a long while for most souls to learn. Yet, at long last, a shaft of brilliant sunlight breaks through the blanket of dark cloudy skies enveloping the aspirant’s psychological earth.

The average person awakens only after ages and ages to at last finally realize that real security is only within self.
His or her dream of security is true, but can only be found in the inner realm, not out at the dense world of rocks and rivers or roses and oaks; of ants and elephants, words, songs and far-off dreams; but only within the very nature of ‘I Am’ self. Only within his or her own soul will harmony, tranquility, love, self-empowerment and God’s unlimited peace be found.

This is the awesome realization that produces an aspirant, that breaks the trance of the average person away from his or her misplaced focus upon the material worlds of material things and material events. This realization focuses him or her rightly upon a newly opening pathway to spiritual worlds, to spiritual things, to spiritual events and to the greater world and life of the soul. He or she now is attuned to that world of meaning that stands behind, underneath or ahead of the gross concrete reality. That is what makes the aspirant!

The aspirant thinks, feels, acts differently than “establishment” men or women because he or she now knows of a greater reality. A thirst for the living waters of spirit now fills that Being. There can be no turning back. Once the soul establishes a new value, the previous old value system must soon disappear. Worldly glamour may persist. Glamour may remain for a while, but the knowledge that true contentment, true satisfaction and true fulfillment exists only within makes each new day a new world. The aspirant
is filled with waxing aspiration. He or she will soon settle for nothing short of soul reality. A new knowledge, a vital belief in heavenly things places the feet of each aspirant more firmly now upon his or her path forward to ultimate reality. May you, me and all of our fellow human beings everywhere in all Creation find more of this joyful Ultimate Reality in our sacred own lives daily!

Questions:

1. What is my own understanding of aspiration?

2. How does aspiration differ esoterically from inspiration?

3. What is the Mutable Cross position in consciousness?

4. Where will the aspirant find his or her security?

5. Am I an aspirant?

6. Why do worlds, things, events, individuals and all other aspects of reality change?

7. Why does the aspirant travel blindly?
Chapter 17

THE DISCIPLE

Discipleship means disciplined living. Therefore, define a disciple as you and me during the period of our life when we live certain disciplines. Discipleship appears to have a connotation of religious overtones, but a disciple of sports or politics, art or business is just as fully a disciple.

A disciple is a man or woman with a firm set of disciplines equally as valid as the disciplines applicable to a student of the secret long known ancient MYSTERIES.

Anyone in any field who lays down a strict pattern of rules for living and follows them holds the status of disciple, no matter what field that discipleship involves. Thus to be a disciple in the spiritual sense, you or I must set up rules of conduct. Certain ordered rhythmic, moment-to-moment, daily, weekly or monthly procedures or practices involving our spiritual ideals.

Life precipitates into physical manifestation in three direct steps. First, it appears as an idea; second, by Law of Attraction it descends into an ideal; third, it reaches the dense stage of physical reality where it becomes an idol. Discipleship holds a perfect correspondence to the second step or stage of life taking form. The disciple tries to set
forth and live up to his or her *foremost ideal* in a steadfast way.

The aspirant has succeeded in recognizing the idol stage of existence and has ceased to worship *idols*. He learned to look behind the physical form—the idol—to the world behind it—the ideal. The world of the ideal...is the world of the soul. Therefore, the disciple who seeks to live *an ideal life* must simply transcend a habitual physical focus. He or she now sees the greater self or the soul of things in any *person, place, event or thing*.

The men or women who discipline their daily life to be proficient in any aspect of life, whether sports, art, science, religion, or another, sees ahead of time his or her ideal person, place or thing. He or she strives then to fill the vision of that new ideal—to leave the idol behind and give immediate living time and energy to an ideal intent, event, person, thing or being through newly focused attention.

The disciple of any guru sees himself or herself, one day, attaining all of the ideal qualities so obviously apparent in their beloved teacher. All the divine qualities clearly manifest in the teacher are desired to a lesser or greater degree by the disciple.

Discipleship is a never-ending pursuit. Once it has begun the individual who eats of the tree of good and evil, who now fully knows the pairs of dualities, will *not* be
content to settle for less than his or her ideal. All disciples, disciplines and discipleships are relative. Even the highest spiritual being on our planet earth is a disciple to a greater known Truth of a greater Being in the greater heavens of which He or She is aware and so on endlessly.

You and I are constantly reaching inward, upward and onward toward far greater “ranges” of self-awareness and self-control. In the process of this extension or outreach, we automatically become keener world citizens, more ardent and disciplined disciples with greater vision and integrity. We continuously add the stability of our past disciplines to the newer, higher spirals of NOW existence. As we gain in our self ability to consciously live up to the ideal to literally become equal to our teacher, we are then ready to accept a set of new teachers, new disciplines and we do so in fact, as we become disciples of greater gurus with greater ideals. At the same time, in meeting our own ideal qualifications, we too have become ideals. Thus, we are now concrete teachers to others who in turn step forth to become disciples to us.

All of the above flows naturally. One good discipline leads to another, to turn an old phrase as SETH might punfully (hopefully not painfully) say (grin).

A case in point now, your immediate mentor, the author of this book, would be classed as an intimate disciple of his own beloved Master, Djwahl Khul. I, Russ Michael,
try to follow the highest discipline *that I know or see* at any given moment for *conscious* application. I am thus a disciple, as are many, to the truths that he or any other teacher or mentor of the secret doctrine of the MYSTERIES presents and lives.

A disciple becomes one through self-choice. No one can push your button and make you get up to follow or practice their ideas. You are a free soul who follows any given idea at any given moment in time because it is in keeping with your own highest *beliefs*. You are always a disciple of some *ideal* at some level of your being. However, the far greatest impetus to your self-growth occurs when a discipline is self-ordered as self-followed higher patterns are *consciously self-ordained*! Your ability to set forth your own highest ideal and then to meet it *with regularity* in your daily life makes you a trained disciple. It sets the stage for your next phase of being, your life as an *initiate*. All of us move gradually from the path of average people where the *idol* controls us to discipleship where the *ideal* holds sway to initiateship where the *idea* itself becomes *dominant within*, without and about us.

**Questions:**

1. Why is a disciple associated with ideals?

2. How do the pairs of opposites tie in to discipleship?
3. What is my understanding of discipleship now?

4. Am I a disciple? If so, of what or of to who and why?

5. Can a disciple be a disciple of a disciple?

6. If the average person relates to *idol* and a disciple relates to *ideal*, to what would an initiate relate? Think it through.

7. How do disciplines relate to discipleship?
Chapter 18

The Initiate

When you and I finally reach that electrifying stage known in the MYSTERIES as an Initiate, it will be because we are beginning to respond vitally to our whole self at one or another of the three major levels of our being. When the greater entity of which our present personality is a part begins to make its own energy felt within us we move into initiate consciousness. When spirit rules a clear sense of synthesis appears within our being. That sense of wholeness extends itself beyond the narrow borders of our individual psychic, physical, emotional or mental self. The entire environment at this particular level of initiation becomes personally involved in our inner ‘I Am’ true self-identity.

The one divides into three and the initiate consciousness, like everything else in the universe, follows that same basic absolute primary divisional pattern. There are three distinct degrees of unfoldment within initiate consciousness. Even though each of these stages of initiation are taken in singular planes in three different steps and are termed degrees of initiation by themselves, they constitute in their sum our powerful and dynamic new human initiate consciousness.
Each one of us in human form finds three newer higher attitudes—or altitudes—of awareness. These three degrees or levels of revelation together comprise initiate being. Each one of these more expanded insights lifts us to new heights and increases our sensitivity. Each one follows the new focus into the succeeding sphere or next greater systemic field of existence. At each new plateau reached, the same quite expanded and far, far more inclusive grasp of reality ensures.

Therefore, we may duly and rightfully divide the life of the initiate into three unique unfoldments of personal being.

The Initiate of the First Degree is the disciple who has literally been touched at a physical brain consciousness level by the Christ Consciousness. His own soul becomes receptive to his greater spiritual being. The first trace of monadic life now registers within his own physical structure. The effects are phenomenal. He or she suddenly realizes beyond any element of doubt that all are one at a physical world level. This revelatory flash occurs in a moment some time immediately after the majority control of the physical being of a disciple becomes an accomplished fact. At this point, the disciple knows that he or she can no longer accept a partisan view of any aspect of physical being on earth. He or she knows with full assurance that all physical beings or creatures, places and events are tied to-
gether into *One Physical Being*. That is the point then, when you and I become World Citizens in the exact meaning of that phrase. As first degree initiates we consciously begin to eliminate such separative terms as *my* religion, *my* race, *my* country, for it is imperceptibly apparent that all physical beings, things, places and events are absolutely joined to all other diverse forms of life.

The first-degree initiate has arrived at the first level of his or her initiate being. The physical world around him or her takes on a whole perspective. The initiate has gained a larger sense and larger actual control of his own physical being and the physical environment that surrounds him. This does not mean that he or she has *total* control over the personal instinctual life or the concrete set of physical objects and events taking place in space. This total control at or on any one or all of these first three levels takes place only when *Adept* consciousness appears. Your new initiate consciousness at any one of its levels simply implies a major control, *not full* control!

The Initiate of the *Second Degree* feels the *Christ Consciousness* within his *emotional* being. This allows the dynamic electricity of spirit to vivify his heart to the extent that his ensuing love encompasses all on earth. The effect in the life of the second-degree initiate follows that of the first-degree initiate except now it manifest control one degree or one plane higher. He now has majority control of
his emotional life. The loving concern that wells up in his heart is held for every man and woman, every place, thing and event upon earth. There is no longer a separative, grasping dark personality at work within him. He now follows a greater love. Separative love for family, race, creed, humanity, things, places or events fade by his allowing his all-inclusive love for all life in form upon earth.

The Initiate of the Third Degree experiences the presence of the Christ Consciousness in his mental body or mind. He now becomes a true direct agent for the Will of God. Just as the second-degree initiate is the outer expression of the Love of God, the third-degree initiate expresses her or his concretely inspired Action of God. He has gained a majority control of his mental body. He knows now how to direct the inner and outer flow of energy in the world. Using the mind, he or she can command the external formulation of world events. He wields magical powers, consciously commanding the elementals and devas to take shape upon the earth. He is the rich young man referred to in our Christian Bible who abounds in earthly riches. For it is ever true it is he, not the millionaire or billionaire who stacks up only worldly abundance, who has the greatest power.

Even the average undisciplined man or woman can store up great piles of wealth in the form of mountains of money or possessions. However, if the wealth disappears
for some reason that man or woman is usually in a sorrowful plight. However, the initiate of the third degree can do far more than store up energy (*money*). He or she can *rearrange the flow of all energy* to build or dissolve, again and again, while always maintaining control. He has a genuine power to shape world events through concentrated mental focus. Now the average person or initiate of a lesser degree may rapidly accumulate abundance and not truly have a fully conscious personal control over its flow. The third-degree initiate exercises dominion over him or herself and his or her sacred earthly environs.

Each of the above degrees of initiation helps to make up the initiate, an earthly man or woman who directs and molds all earthly affairs around him or her. All three aspects of his monadic being—will, love and action—are now reflected in him. He has gained a *majority control* of himself and of his environment. His *Garden of Eden* life is now fruitful and well-controlled. Now all that remains is for him to pluck the last of the weeds one-by-one from his garden. When the last weed is pulled, he or she will then be an *Adept*. 
Questions:

1. What are the main characteristics of the Initiate of the First Degree?
2. What are the main characteristics of the Initiate of the Second Degree?
3. What are the main characteristics of the Initiate of the Third Degree?
4. Which of these characteristics are more dominant in me? Do I have some of each?
5. Which one of the three major electricities is the common link in the first three degrees of initiation?
6. Why is the initiate of the third degree known in the MYSTERIES as the rich young man?
7. How does the word “synthesis” relate to all three of the degrees of an Initiate?
Chapter 19

THE ADEPT

The joyous day finally arrives when man blooms forth as a fully matured human being. All of the negative traits or vices of animal consciousness are left behind. The positive characteristics, the virtues of true human soul awareness, are now prominent. This is the stage of the Adept. This is the radiant man or woman who finally succeeds in leaving every last vestige of self-consciousness at an animal level behind! The instinct, the emotions and the intellect transcend and range far beyond the narrow self-seeking nature of animal man. Concern for the small self has dissipated and group welfare rules his body, emotions and mind instead. The Adept knows and lives centered in loving and harmonious group consciousness.

What are other major characteristics of an Adept? He is the man or woman who achieves and shows total freedom from animal being. The Adept truly is saved. He or she has no trace of low being or ego left. Every old guilt and what ifs, or last low thought, feeling and instinct are left behind forever. The matter aspect of His Being now at long last reflects a clear image of His Soul. The Adept’s body and soul have merged or fused into one unit of consciousness. He stands now as an Initiate of the Fourth Degree.
The Adept is the man or woman who finally escapes the circular confining wheel of karma. Friction and fission for him is left behind! Harmony and fusion now reign in all of his earthly affairs. He brings balance and joy into all his present relationships, whereas his former animal-man consciousness drew fanaticism and ignorance and pain into his past experiences.

The Adept has renounced ego-centered life. He or she no longer is insecure physically, emotionally or mentally. Instead, the Adept stands poised, confident and able. The three worlds below him no longer control or hold sway.

The Adept responds to spiral-cyclic motion. He lifts up above any given circle that he chooses, for he can superimpose a greater or lesser sphere of participation in it.

The Adept is you, me or anyone else when we attain our true human stature. When we leave our beast behind we shine forth as illumined enlightened human beings. This means that we have resurrected our physical bodies into heaven, for heaven, in the language of the MYSTERIES, is the intuitive plane—the home or origin of human souls. We then know ourselves as pure consciousness in form on Earth or whatever large or small planetary form that we choose to build or expand our fully awakened ‘I Am’ identity upon.
In order to relieve our strict three-dimensional, one-plane linear thinking, we may take the same above concept and think of the Adept as simply increasing His spiral of interaction with any given person, place, thing or event in either an inward or outward swing. He can include a greater range of subjectivity and a corresponding lesser range of objective identity at will.

In relation to the three great primary aspects of divinity in human form—Spirit, Soul and Body—the Adept is then pure Soul, pure Love, pure Consciousness, pure Reason and countless other synonyms that express quality, rather than quantity or size.

The Adept is a White Magician. He easily can appear or disappear at will! He can exercise all of the psychic powers that we are aware of or have heard of at planetary levels. He is Pure Consciousness that has found its ‘I Am’ self!

The Adept knows himself to consciously be the Prodigal Son and desires to make his way back to his Father’s house. He moves now consciously from the stage of Adept to Master. He enters the outer courtyard of his Father’s grand palace. His pace quickens as the familiar divine image of his Father’s face appears before him.
Questions:

1. What is the major difference between the Adept and the Initiate?

2. What degree Initiate is the Adept?

3. Where is the home of the Adept?

4. Why is the Adept occultly saved?

5. What are some of the major qualities of an Adept?

6. Do I demonstrate any growing Adept qualities?

7. What major line of motion is utilized by the Adept?
Chapter 20

The Master

The Master controls five worlds of existence. He is an Initiate of the Fifth Degree and dynamic electricity now falls gracefully under His dominion. The Will of God flows through Him.

The Master stands free of the four kingdoms below. He now has a stable human base beneath Him. He maintains an adept control in human and subhuman affairs. Now, as a Master, He will leave human consciousness fully behind!

Though still connected to the human family as one of the many species of consciousness beneath and contained within Him, the Master must now transfer His conscious focus into the Spiritual Kingdom. Here He joins the planetary elite—The Spiritual Kingdom—the fifth kingdom upon earth.

As a Master, He presides over one of the seven streams of planetary electricity and rules over a human or subhuman kingdom. He is the head of that Ashram—a dedicated and fully committed spiritual group of disciples who now sound the same unique note or tone as Himself. All of the disciples of a Master under training with Him are linked to Him and He to them by bonds of love stretching from the far distant past and extending into the future. Eventually all
disciples within His Ashram will preside over their own Ashram on the same electrical stream or ray. Each new presiding head of an Ashram soon finds Himself ruling over an Ashram within an Ashram. For many of the Masters who head up Ashrams on earth today have Masters as disciples, Who in turn have now already formed their own beloved spiritual Ashram.

The Master, Who holds a Fifth Degree initiate status now, works freely and fully with dynamic electricity. He knows and fulfills the will of God. The purpose of divine existence flows through Him. He is a knowing acting channel of love and power. His every thought and motion serves to elevate awaken and uplift all units of life around Him.

A Master seeks to aid all other human and deva beings to achieve their own self-mastery. He has become a Master through mastering all the day-by-day, moment-by-moment challenges of life in many prior human existences. It is why He loves to see His own beloved disciples in a crisis or field of life, as this is where maximum growth is possible. He knows that without crisis, without obstruction, without conflict there can be no self-expansion. The Master has discovered the power within Himself through crisis, through obstruction and through conflict. He has learned through constant repetition that only the inner battle counts—*not* the physical outcome! Only the battle *won in*
consciousness overcomes and truly ends any of his personal former physical karma involved.

A Master has learned to govern Himself! He thoroughly understands the laws of group consciousness and presides therefore over a group of souls who are all on the Path of Return. He understands and works closely with all the other Masters and groups of souls within the planetary body in which He functions. All sense of separateness has vanished from His consciousness. His unity with all forms of life and consciousness around Him has become very apparent and so clearly sacred and meaningful to Him.

A Master also grows daily in knowledge and power as He Himself learns and uses certain Words of Power now fully entrusted to Him. These Words are not given to Him orally, but must be sensed out by means of the intuition and clairvoyance. These Words enable Him to exercise power over the kingdoms of nature, and the elemental and deva units and groups beneath Him. Using them, He helps work of the Third Logos or Third Aspect of our planetary Deity become objectified in physical form. All the innate knowledge stored within the monad is now available to the Master.

A Master has geometrical sense of proportion. He can therefore “ring out” the absolutely appropriate tone within any dimension within Him. Thus, He builds knowingly and consciously upon any of the five lower planetary planes
within which He is immersed. He has learned to sound out these notes at will by using meditation. The true knowledge He has gained over ages of learning He now wisely applies in service.

The Master Who displays all of the masterful powers already mentioned—plus countless others not mentioned—merely reflects the Master within you and me. You and I, too, are Masters at the sparkling, radiating core of our Beings. Only determined, sustained focus clearly differentiates a Master from a neophyte. As you and I learn to know and to tap the center of our own Divine Being, we too will be awakened Masters! May that radiant day be manifest fully within us each and all soon.

**Questions:**

1. What is the key difference between a Master and an Adept?

2. In how many worlds does a Master function?

3. What are Words of Power?

4. The Master holds conscious membership in what kingdom of nature?

5. How do I become a conscious or aware Master?

6. To what major aspect of Deity is a Master aligned?
7. Using the analogy that units of life in the vegetable kingdom are in the second grade, what grade of schooling has the Master achieved?
Chapter 21

The Cohan

Each extension of *God-Hood* elevates the Prodigal Son returning to His Father’s House to a more inclusive and a more greatly expanded state of awareness and control. The Cohan, Who holds the status of Initiate of the *Six Degree*, operates on six levels *consciously*. The Cohan presides over Masters, Adepts, Initiates and Disciples who are on His same *ray*. Same as the Master works with the *Third Aspect* of our planetary Deity, the Cohan works with the *Second Aspect*. He is able to tap the life stream and consciousness threads of the Second Logos at planetary levels.

A Cohan stands one step higher than a Master. He is a Chief and usually has several Masters in His Ashram who in turn may also be Masters to other Masters. The spiritual hierarchical chain is not only unbroken between the highest and lowest, largest and smallest unit of life in existence, but it contains delicate shades and nuances of colors and tones between hierarchical units and their levels of awareness and control.

For example, the Master Jesus, Who as an Initiate of the Fourth Degree during the landmark founding of Christianity two thousand years ago, now presides as a Cohan over the Sixth Ray Ashram upon earth. He also has a num-
ber of other Masters within His Ashram over Whom He
now lovingly presides.

There are planetary Cohans with other Cohans working
under Them, just as Masters preside over other Masters
within their own ashrams. A teacher continues to be a
mentor to His disciple as long as He knows more than His
disciple. When a student reaches the level of his teacher,
he is ready for the impartation of deeper knowledge from a
more advanced teacher or mentor upon his ray.

A Cohan, Who is a Self-Realized Monad by His na-
ture, demonstrates the purest form of love upon any plan-
etary system. The Cohan directs and embodies the flow of
LOVE from God at a planetary level in the same unadul-
terated way as the Master directs and embodies the
ACTIVITY of God at a planetary level. The Love of God
flows and radiates through the entire Being of the Cohan.

Questions:

1. What major aspect of deity at a Planetary level does the
   Cohan embody?
2. Why is a Cohan called a Chief?
3. What degree initiation has the Cohan achieved?
Chapter 22

The Mahacohan

Here is the definition of The Mahacohan as far as our planetary Hierarchy is concerned. The Mahacohan heads up the third great department of our Earthly Hierarchy and bears the title of Lord of Civilization. He embodies the Intelligence Aspect of Deity in its five-fold differentiation.

Our PLANETARY Mahacohan governs over the Cohans and Masters on the third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh rays. All of the matter or substance aspect of Earth creation is under His dominion. He is one of the major three great Spiritual Hierarchical heads upon Earth.

A Mahacohan holds the rank of an Initiate of the Seventh Degree. He knows and controls all seven of the electrical streams of life and consciousness within His planetary scope. He is the Great—(Maha)—Lord—(Cohan). He is a pure embodiment of the First Logos or pure WILL upon Earth. He represents Shamballa, the Holy Head Center of Planetary existence. Just as the Cohan represents the Hierarchy or our unique Mother Earth’s planetary Holy Heart Center, the Master represents Humanity, or the planetary Holy Throat Center.
A Mahacohan has walked through all paths of material being and is a conscious member of the Divine Kingdom upon any planet. His focus extends high into the heavens, embracing solar regions and touching vast cosmic heights.

Our immediate, past presiding Buddha has already moved on to greater scopes of solar and cosmic awareness and activity, though He still keeps cyclic contact with our earthly Hierarchy.

The Christ, Lord, Maitreya now prepares to make His Great Ascent before the year 2,025 A.D., leaving His well-trained and beloved disciple Koot-humi behind to fulfill the then vacant planetary post or office of the Christ. Thus, the trails of glory weave and radiantly entwine between past, present and future Glorious Beings Who finally achieve their own Great God-Hood realization!

Questions:

1. What degree does a Mahacohan hold?

2. What major essence of deity does a Mahacohan embody?

3. Can you name at least two Great Beings upon earth who have achieved the status of a Mahacohan?
Chapter 23

The Planetary Logos

A Planetary Logos is the God of any specific planet in the heavens.

This pertains to our own great Planetary Logos, Who is indeed the personal God “in Whom we all live and move and have our being.” He has been recognized by students of all religions upon earth and is known respectfully by a myriad of names such as Jehovah, God, The Youth of Endless Summers, The Silent Watcher, Sanat Kumara and countless other religious titles by all “faiths” upon our globe in the heavens.

From one viewpoint, we can definitely look upon God at planetary levels as being ‘divided’ into three Gods. His Whole Being divides into three major streams of specific Divine Electricity. He is God the Father, God the Son and God the Mother. He holds office as the Planetary Spirit, the Planetary Oversoul and the Planetary Entity.

As The Planetary Logos, He represents the absolute pure synthesis of life in its largest and smallest, most concrete and most fluid, most colorful and colorless state of manifestation upon and within any of the countless planetary bodies embodied with sentient life in Creation.
From another legitimate esoteric angle, a Planetary Logos corresponds to any one of the listed *Seven Archangels* in our Christian Bible. All Seven of these very real High Spirits and all presiding members of our White Brotherhood on earth have passed through the human stage of development on our Earth planet and now manifest *physically* through one of the seven earthly globes in the same way that a human manifests through her or his human body.

This analogy becomes considerably more lucid or clear by viewing yourself as a total entity and your physical body as one of the seven “coats of skins” that make up your own existence. It is literally one of *your own* seven globes, the lowest sphere. Each of your globes or bodies—physical, emotional, mental, intuitive, spiritual, monadic and divine—has its own life or *Spirit*. From His view, the very highest planetary Spirit working through any specific globe is in truth the *personal* God of the planet, to all units of life focused within this our Earth or any planetary body in Creation.

**Questions:**

1. What is the difference between the Planetary Spirit, the Planetary Oversoul and the Planetary Entity?

2. How does the Planetary Logos relate to the Archangels?
3. What does *Logos* mean and how does it relate to the logic or *soundness* of any given system, large or small?
Chapter 24

The Solar Logos

A Solar Logos holds the same high point of divinity at solar levels as a Planetary Logos holds at planetary levels. In essence, all that was stated about the Planetary Logos applies to a Solar Deity.

The Solar God also ‘divides’ Himself into a threefold spectrum of Divine Existence in the heavens and rules as an Elder Brother over the Planetary Deities beneath Him. The Hierarchy continues to extend up and down, right and left, forward and backward through the annals of time and ranges of space throughout all we know of these aspects of three dimensionally!

Just as we may consider the Planetary Logos a literal embodiment of pure frictional electricity at universal levels, the Solar Logos contains sheer electromagnetic electricity within Him. He is directly responsible for the existence and physical manifestation of the Solar Lords within our own planetary sphere.

Of the many Great Sons in the Heavens, the sun Sirius has the greatest import to Earth. This Great Solar Logos acts as the Central Source of our own Logic or Divine Alignment at a planetary soul manifestation. This is why
Sirius is referred to reverently as *The Parent Lodge of the Great White Brotherhood* upon Earth.

The Solar Logos is also literally our God taking form at a solar size or degree of existence. That is why even the God in whom we live and move and have our being, Our Planetary Logos, and every blade of grass, every creature and form of existence within Him depends upon the *Inner Son* and *Outer Sun*, the stark dual aspects of our own Solar Logos. His vast *rich consciousness* and *life* stream supports all forms of our earthly existence. No life can exist on our earth without our sun, our literal *Heavenly Son*.

No wonder all earth looks up to Him, calls out to Him, sings His praise!

**Questions:**

1. How does a Planetary Logos compare to and differ from a Solar Logos?

2. What is the relation of our planet Earth and The Solar Logos to SIRIUS?

3. What is our kinship with our own Solar Logos? Is Earth a son or younger brother?
Chapter 25

The Cosmic Logos

The One God ‘divides’ into three, and so it is forever throughout the heavens. The Great Universal Being divides Himself into three God Beings. These three aspects of Universal Deity divide into three distinct dimensions, worlds, or fields of influence: cosmic, solar and planetary.

The Cosmic Logos embodies dynamic electricity. He holds hid the secret of all Universal Being within Him. The Cosmic Logos is the Spirit of the Universe just as the Solar Logos is the Soul of the Universe and the Planetary Logos is the Body of the Universe. Yet we must consider this perspective from much more than a linear or one-dimensional view. Each God-part—whether a Cosmic, Solar, Planetary or the myriad of distinctive lesser God-Fragments—unfolds into a major and basic three-fold differentiation of spirit, soul and body. Spirit rules over the soul and soul rules the body, but all three are ruled by the almighty Logos SELF. Each God-Part is multi-dimensional. All is One and One is All.

The great God-Self that comprises Our Cosmic Logos contains countless Sons—as Suns—within Him. You and I possess a miniature real “sun” in our heart chakra area. He is the Earth’s grand planetary embodiment of immense
UNIVERSAL WILL, the central point and focal center of every form of life beneath Him. In relation to our vast universal dimensions, He is the Monad of all life within His Cosmic Ring.

Please do note that this “ring” is not only circular, but relates to the resounding symphony of music that rings through all the multi-colored sparkling points of light that whirl in heavenly and earthly spheres and in and through each and all of us.

Questions:

1. Why is the Cosmic Logos described as the Spirit of the universe?

2. What is the secret hidden within a Cosmic Logos?

3. What one kind of pure electricity courses through a Cosmic Logos?
THE GREAT INVOCATION

From the Point of Light within the Mind of God.

Let light stream forth into the minds of men.

Let Light descend on Earth.

From the point of Love within the Heart of God.

Let love stream forth into the hearts of men.

May Christ return to Earth.

From the center where the Will of God is known.

Let purpose guide the little wills of men—
The purpose which the Masters know and serve.

From the center which we call the race of men.

Let the Plan of Love and Light work out.

And may it seal the door where evil dwells.

Let Light and Love and Power restore the
Plan on Earth.
PART SEVEN

THIS GREAT AGE OF AQUARIUS
Chapter 26

THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN UPON EARTH

Each age—whether the age of a butterfly, the age of an elephant or the age of a Cosmic Being—brings with it a unique sound and light! The life and consciousness of every form of being contains distinctive creative values that are gradually extending, expanding and adding to its own worldly reality and environment.

This great Age of Aquarius is precipitating The Kingdom of Heaven Upon Earth as the unique tone and light of our Seventh Ray Lord Who embodies this final Golden Age moves grandly and radiantly NOW into full manifestation.

There is a notable amount of gathering, shining new light already obvious within almost every city within every country upon earth. That New Age light has come in the shape of an Aquarian Disciple, a man or woman who has now sensed or awakened to a certain key expression or tone of a New World Existence. Slowly—and in some cases, rapidly—other men and women holding their own quanta of seventh ray light, their own shade of seventh ray color or their own unique measure of seventh ray sound
have formed a living core nucleus of Light, Love, and Power around that founding Aquarian Disciple.

New-age disciples and vibrant groups of new-age souls now exist by the thousands in most of our major cities in the world. They are the meditation groups, the citizens protest groups, the environmental protections groups, new-age economic groups, new-age scientific groups, new-age art groups, new-age psychology groups, new-age philanthropic groups; the world citizen, world government, world religion, world economics, world science groups; and all other new-age world groups and seventh ray forward thrust or impulsed movements.

All of these key Aquarian Disciples who establish these radiant new points of power and streams of light in their community or nation and in their groups have one thing in common. All of them know we need and are pioneering a better new world for themselves, for the community in which they live and for the country in which they are born. All of them willingly work to manifest A New World and have joyful new dreams. All of them know somewhere deep within them that selfishness, competitiveness and past partisan attitudes must die. Selflessness, cooperation and true equality must live instead!

These New Age individuals and groups are making a stir in the consciousness of those around them in every country in the world. They are successfully emerging and
highlighting or throwing the spotlight on crime and corruption in business, government and even infiltrated in organized religion! They are “shouting the secrets from the rooftops” They are galvanizing the common citizen into sane, organized, economic and key political action! They are waking people up! They are pointing out so clearly the blatant misuse of power by self-serving government officials and the huge corporate or bureaucratic structures in their country! They are up-in-arms in natural righteous anger at the thoughtless pollution of land, sea and air, of atomic poisoning and of sound pollution. They point to the daily rapidly increasing destruction of the atmospheric shield around our very planet as huge corporate monopolies move hungrily toward total destruction of all forms of life upon earth in their blind rapacious greed for wealth and material power. Millions of lives are sacrificed inhumanely and so very uselessly in the name of “material progress.” These powerful dark-hearted business people and politicians have been shown at work to get pollution standards loosened instead of tightened!

Meanwhile, new-age Light Worker groups are slowly merging their new spiritual force into one powerful coalition after another. Eventually all of these new-age groups and individuals will be united into one vast spiritual coalition—merged mightily together within every country and linked physically in a strong chain to all other vast spiritual coalitions upon earth. These uniting spiritual individuals
and groups are definitely the prophesied *Communion of Saints* now uniting with each other upon Earth. These dedicated and strongly committed spiritual individuals—who are you, me and all our many other such spiritual brothers and sisters upon all walks of life from all nationalities from all creeds and from all nations upon earth—are physically ushering in the *Kingdom of Heaven upon earth* right now!

This **IS** the *Aquarian Age*. Each new day more radiant spiritual light grows in the minds and hearts of men and women upon earth. In our own USA country alone, *personal interest* in the esoteric—in a spiritual life in our life beyond the five senses—has jumped miraculously from *five percent* four short decades ago to over *eighty percent* of the masses today.

Scientists, students, professional people in all fields of human life and social interaction as well as the average man and woman upon the street are moving steadily, daily, surely toward—a more inclusive, more encompassing, more understanding and spiritually tolerant position toward each other.

Youth are refusing to go to war! The world viewpoint is superseding the narrow community or national view! The “world citizen” has rapidly begun emerging by the millions within every nation upon earth. The afore narrow, bigoted, suspicious, fearful, antagonistic attitudes of indi-
viduals and nations is loftily being transcended by joyously emerging broad, open dealing, trusting, fearless and friendly people-to-people worldwide peaceful attitudes and friendship gestures.

A dazzling floodlight of spiritual knowledge keeps pouring out mightily into the world today. Tens of thousands of more responsive Aquarian Disciples and their groups are fostering the emerging new shape of a spiritual-ized physical world.

A trumpeting call is being sounded forth at all four corners of our earth. “Awaken my children to the golden streams of light and glory within you and your fellow-men.” “Know ye not that ye are Gods?”

Demand the highest God posture from yourself and those that represent you in any of the major or minor streams of governing human consciousness now focused upon earth!

Beloved friend, what are you doing to support the New Age? Are you an active member of a local, concerned and responsible citizen action group? Are you giving your talent, your money or possessions freely and joyfully toward these ends? Who are you and what are you doing?

I can assure you, the future, your own, your children’s and your country is calling. Will you aid to take the “mist”
out of the MYSTERIES for yourself and for others? Will you make our New Age a day-to-day, moment-to-moment, more concrete expression in your own life? Do you realize the *Kingdom of Heaven* is descending upon Earth at this exact moment?

Yes, the *White Brotherhood* exists. Will you support it? Join it? I pray so! May you understand the mystery of yourself and find that *Kingdom of God within* you and express it outwardly with greater joy in every day of your shining new life. Bless you. Bless us all.

**Questions:**

1. What is an Aquarian Age Disciple?

2. What is the Aquarian Age ray?

3. What is a “World Citizen”?

4. Why do large corporations close their eyes to pollution and possible human genocide on earth?

5. What are the secrets being shouted from the rooftops daily?

6. What are the major reasons for wars, over-population high prices, individual inequities and the proliferation of dissent between races, creeds and nations?
7. What can I do to help usher in the Kingdom of Heaven upon earth, and thus to consciously see, hear, and touch the Kingdom of God within and around me on Earth now?

*May the heavens open and pour down a great divine flow of Light, Love and Power into your life, into the lives of your loved ones...and into your work. So be it!*

*I Am, Russ Michael*
Recommended
High Vibration Books
and Study Data

*Heavenletters - Book One*, by Gloria Wendroff. Gloria has received over two thousand Heavenletters; one hundred fit in one book, so expect a huge series of books soon worldwide. Incredibly high vibration. The book currently is published in English, German, Greek, Romanian, and is expected to be published in about 15 more languages soon. Gloria also conducts awesome God-writing Workshops. I attended one she held in Munich, Germany. It was fantastic. Join Gloria’s worldwide email list to receive her FREE daily email Heavenletter by signing up on her website at [www.heavenletters.org](http://www.heavenletters.org).

*Ask and It Is Given*, by Esther and Jerry Hicks. *The Law of Attraction*, by Esther and Jerry Hicks. Hay House, Inc. - P.O. Box 5100, Carlsbad, CA 92018 USA; [www.hayhouse.com](http://www.hayhouse.com); 800-654-5146. Extremely high vibration. Read ALL of what they offer. Take a world cruise with Esther and Jerry. See study data, books, CDs, etc., at [www.abraham-hicks.com](http://www.abraham-hicks.com)

*Home With God*, by Neale Donald Walsch. Atria books. I highly recommend ALL the “Conversations With God” books by Neale Donald Walsch, likewise, a very, very incredibly high vibration.
All four of the “Matthew” books by Suzanne Ward., and *Tell Me About Heaven*, by Suzanne Ward. Terrific insights. Matthew died at 17 and speaks from Heaven. Great E.T. information. Suzanne Ward is on my top 10 list of current spiritual authors. Email: suz@matthew.books.com.

*SETH Speaks*, by Jane Roberts. **Read all of the many “SETH” books.**

*Autobiography of a Yogi*, by Yogananda Parmahansa. A classic that is published in 40 or more languages. Be sure to read this one. Wowee!


*The Seven Rays*, by Alice A Bailey. **All 20-plus books** in the Alice A. Bailey series.


**ALL Deepak Chopra books**

**ALL Louise Hays books**

**ALL my own Russ Michael books** (please see the final section, “Final Note from the Author Scribe…”), for information on how to obtain eBooks and how to sub-
scribe to my FREE daily email Michael Worldwide Newsletter)

**Finding Your Soulmate**, by Russ Michael. In 13 languages, this best seller is still selling strong after 35 years. Publisher: Jan Johnson Red Wheel/Weiser Books/Conari Press, 500 3rd Street, Suite 230, San Francisco, CA 94107. Phone: 415-978-2665, x102. Fax: 415-869-1022. Email: JJohnson@redwheelweiser.com or visit their website at [www.redwheelweiser.com](http://www.redwheelweiser.com).

**Your Soulmate is Calling**, by Russ Michael. Hazard Press–New Zealand (in 12 languages). Email: Danielle@hazard.co.nz or visit their website at [www.hazardpress.com](http://www.hazardpress.com).

**Autobiography of an IMMORTAL**, by Michael, ‘I Am’ (AKA Russ Michael). Already contracted for publication in Romanian, Greek and German. I am expecting to contract publication with an English language publication soon. Available to publishers in Word or as a PDF file through email: contact@RussMichaeleBooks.com.

**THE SECRET–is No Secret Anymore. ASK and There Is NOTHING You Cannot BE–DO or HAVE**, by Russ Michael. Available through this publisher, and probably many others worldwide. Available to publishers in Word or as a PDF file through my email:
contact@RussMichaeleBooks.com OR order directly from the website www.TheSecretIsNoSecret.com

Soulmates, Twin Rays and Special Lovers, by Russ Michael. Latest authored book is expected to be published in many languages soon. Available to publishers in Word or as a PDF file through my email: contact@RussMichaeleBooks.com.

HARNESSING the Power of The Universe, by Russ Michael. Coming up next. When completed, it will be available to publishers in Word or as a PDF file through email: contact@RussMichaeleBooks.com

*****
What People Are Saying

What eBook and Michael Worldwide Newsletter (emailed daily) Readers Say

“I love reading your e-mails and am collecting your books. Have three would now like to order books #1 -5- 7. That makes three more! Please forward instructions...”

I have been receiving you wonderful daily information letters for a long time, for which I thank you very much. I am always sharing all the information with my friends and students Lately I have had problems in receiving my mails. Please send them to my other address … we are on a wonderful Journey, getting closer every day. Much love and light to you,

Hi, Michael...
Thanks for printing the GREAT feedback in your newsletter regarding both the presidential campaigns AND the British talent show videos. I really appreciated learning more about Paul Potts and his CD that is out now...and what a treasure to see and hear the sweet and talented 6-year-old girl who was also part of the show! I don't watch much TV except to keep up with news and weather and only look at "youtube" when someone sends a link. So I do appreciate the many informative and fascinating links that you send us in your newsletters.
Hugs and Blessings... Edie
I would like to receive a list of the works/eBooks by Michael Russ, so that I can choose the title(s) which appeal to me and order them. Thank you very much.
Blessings
Enzo (from Italy)

Dear Michael,

Had to be away for a few days and came home to all your WONDERFUL messages that I had missed. Thankyou, Thankou. You are truly a treasure !!!.

Thanks again! Have a Blessed Day, Barbara

Hello Michael - Thanks for your speedy reply Michael. I get up early in the ayem, sit down with a cup of coffee (with Neutralizer it it :) and read your mail. It is a pleasure to wake up that way to the world at large.
Love and Hugs, Pat

Dear Michael
Every word pours from you like gold.
Gloria Wendroff [Heavenletters]

Dear Michael:
I'm working hard on myself so I could have this 'equal' to drop in, soon I hope! I am just now reading the part about 'what' we are really looking for in our soulmate etc. It's most inspiring Michael.
Thanks a ton!
Many blessings to you and yours

I am enjoying the Ebooks I received and am really grateful that you have put this material altogether so well and easy for anyone to understand, with no conditions around it except to understand and choose to convert the information to knowledge.
Thank you very much for all the work you are doing.
Blessings, Sybil

I love the newsletter....It's the only way I can stay in the “know” of what's happening "up/out there".....Love&Light to your “lightworking” as well as mine..............Wayne S.

Dearest Russ Michael,
First of all "You rock"!
Thanks for being such a light, and helping to spread the love.
I would like to have yesterday's Michele Eloff from Africa's report part two...
I so thank you my brother....
Namaste, Sophia (Rev. Sophia of Sedona)
What Readers Say

“Thank you for autographing my copy of Finding Your Soul-Mate. ...the book was fascinating.”

“My days...were filled with enlightenment. Your lecture and books added tremendously to such. I bought two books then and want to order 3 more.”

“I thank you from the bottom of my heart for your books. As I read them I cry and am electrified as my being comes to know and understand the forces uplifting within.”

“I have enjoyed two of your books already ... my neighbor ... is now reading your [book about] White Brotherhood. They're fine books.”

“Just finished The Secret Great White Brotherhood and almost finished with Why & How of Meditation. Must say I am thoroughly enjoying each of them. Send me catalog of all your books, tapes, etc. ... put my name on your mailing list for other items ... I would like to know more about you and your work.”

“I obtained the pamphlet ‘There is No Death’. ... Please send me as many copies as this will pay for including postage ... I feel the concept is one which will bring great personal happiness to many who are not fortunate enough to believe in this.”

“Send Russ Michael books ... I enjoyed Finding Your Soulmate and look forward to reading the others.”
“Dr. Michael has opened a whole new dimension for me...I agree with Don Curtis, Russ Michael is great and more, he is.”

“Just wanted you to know how much Finding Your Soul-Mate meant to me...I have given away about 5-6 copies of your book.”

“Your lectures and ideas set forth in your book FINDING YOUR SOUL-MATE still have us searching for ours. The time we spent with you created another level of consciousness...we all enjoyed it very much.”

“...glad you decided to return to this planet for a while, we need you.”

“I’ve loaned SOUL-MATES to Sue Ann, WHITE MAGIC to Billie, and I’m reading the MYSTERIES.”

“I found your book Finding Your Soul-Mate at the ICC Brotherhood." I literally could not put it down till I had completely read it. Bless you.”

“I want to let you know how much many of us in Omaha enjoyed your latest books.”

**CELEBRITIES**

“I certainly applaud your intention and efforts to bring more responsible programming to television, and to foster a spiritual cleansing in our nation.”

-Pat Boone
“By the way, Sue Ann said she mentioned to you about Willie Nelson loving your book, The Great White Brotherhood, and that he wanted more copies of it—maybe a half dozen or so would do it for now.”

Note: Willie shared this book with Kris Kristofferson and many of his other peers. This book also led to a deep spiritual and personal friendship between Willie and me, as disclosed in my autobiography.

MAN IN PRISON

“I do feel very enlightened by your teachings and by this—my efforts to create good positive soul force has greatly improved.”

Lecture, Conference and Workshop Attendees Say

“Workshop last Saturday was very meaningful to me... I have been studying your book on Meditation. It is wonderful.”

“...a lifetime Experience to my husband and myself.”

“Just a short note to let you know what a profound effect you have had on my life and the lives of many others since your visit to St. Louis.”
“I must say you are the first teacher that I have met that has left us with so much knowledge, and so very much to think about for a long time to come.”

“I got what I needed from your lecture...thank you for your help and encouragement.”

“A huge thank you for a super terrific training conference. The quality of the training ... was the most outstanding of any conference or seminar I’ve ever attended.”

“Russ, thanks so very much for giving our community this wonderful opportunity to hear TRUTH. You are an exceptionally gifted teacher and I want to tell you that I am personally grateful for what you have brought to us.”

“Thanks for a real experience found during your seminar in Dallas...to find new and real beliefs.”

“Thank you again for coming to Tucson and sharing your light and knowledge with us, we enjoyed your visit above all else this year...want to add a word of personal praise to your books, I read them all and am suggesting them to many others.”

“My friend...of St. Louis called me today and told me about the wonderful experience she had in attending your lecture and seminar there. I’m very sorry not to have been present.”
“You have left me much to think about, probe into, thrill over and work with. Thank you for another marvelous workshop.”

“Two years ago Russ Michael gave a seminar on the mysteries here in Santa Cruz. I have made rapid progress since then.”

“It was truly a blessing to be able to attend your lecture...all of us in Little Rock are waiting with open arms for your return.”

“We want to tell you how much everyone appreciated your enlightening lectures and workshops. So many people have been helped with the formula for creating a better self image.”

“A huge thank you for a super terrific training conference. The quality of the training...was the most outstanding of any conference or seminar I’ve ever attended. Doors are opening for me on subtle levels...as I examine my current belief systems and see the effect they have been having on me. It’s a very interesting time.”

“...it gives me such pleasure and joy to be saying to you--"thank you for your help--you brought love back into my life.”

“Your instructions had the effect of synthesizing all the previous information I received.”
What Other Instructors Say

“I might add that I have read several of your books and find them quite complementary to my own studies and experience.”

“I’m writing to thank you for your books and your work... your writing has been a great help to many of my students and friends.”

“Fate had it that I didn’t meet you personally Saturday when you spoke at AUM–I must say you left a ‘Glorious Impression’ all I heard was ‘he is so gentle and loving’–some said you were just like me–which means you must be terrific.”

And from another instructor who heads a new-age institution: "You help us all to see ourselves in the true light of love and great potential! I want to add a word of personal praise to your books. I read them all and am suggesting them to those who are truly seeking. We have adopted your words as our motto. We uphold all that unites, uplifts and expands, etc. Beautiful!

What TV Viewers Say

“I enjoyed you so on Damien Simpson’s program. Please tell me how much ”Soul-Mates" is so I can order it right away.”
“I trust you and would heed your words...just being able to write to you is a pearl of great price.”

What Radio Listeners Say

“I listened to you on the radio...never have I been so delighted at such a public declaration of Truth, and what with all the hurdles that were thrown in your direction by the M.C. and all those who called in later on.”

“I must say how overjoyed I was to hear question after question met with such spontaneous lucidity and thoroughness, in a manner that, in most cases, the questioner seemed to be able to understand and relate to on one level or another. Amazing all the soul force a radio show like that can stir up, all over a city.”

Appreciation from Universities

“...our appreciation of your lecture here at St. Cloud State and to tell you of the widespread interest in your commentary throughout the campus. You adapted yourself well...and presented your format in an easily understood manner.”

“I would like to thank you for the interesting and informative presentation you gave to St. John’s University...the Psychology Club felt that the evening was most successful
and appreciate the boost your appearance gave our pro-
gram.”

**Appreciation from Unity Churches**

“Thank you for sharing your insights and your conscious-
ness with Unity of Little Rock. I feel that your philosophy
blends very well with Unity’s thinking and I welcome your
return to the Little Rock area.”

-Don Bould

“Russ Michael is truly a teacher of the New Age. His
books, lectures and seminars have reached thousands of
students, inspiring them to find within their own con-
sciousness the spiritual expansion and direction which will
lead them to true soul fulfillment. I consider him truly one
of the highly evolved and inspired teachers in the world
today. I know that all who are in touch with him will be
inspired and will gain new vision for their own potential.”

-Donald Curtis
More Offerings by Russ Michael

**CHOCOLATE for HEALTH – The Amazing Health Benefits of Chocolate**
Russ Michael asks the Queens and Kings of Chocolate to indulge their minds with this new Blockbuster eBook. Now is the perfect time to learn about the amazing health benefits of Chocolate.

**The Secret Doctrine of the Ancient Mysteries**
Through your awareness of these once secret MYSTERIES—and their study and use of the laws outlined within them—you are enabled to escape the old prison house of matter. You realize your true identity as the soul. You find a true recognition of your source as a spirit.

**The Secret Great White Brotherhood**
Is life as we know it here upon earth more than a mere accident of nature? Is there a deeper, higher, broader and truer meaning to your life and mine than what we feel or perceive at this moment in space and time? All these important questions - and many more - may fully be answered for you in this volume.
The Secret is No Secret Anymore
If you want to understand more about the mysterious powers of the Universe, read the authoritative work by world renown author, Russ Michael. This is a how-to guide for everything you desire. "The SECRET" is expanding with light speed before our eyes!

GOD and MIRACLE HEALTH–Part 1
Part 1 is FREE! It is jam-packed with life-saving information on the benefits of Miracle Products, Miracle Services and Miracle Mind. Download your FREE copy today.

GOD and MIRACLE HEALTH–Part 2
Part 2 contains all of the "How-To" self-help resources and information to attain Miracle Health, including the story of Jim Humble and his fight against the world's diseases using his 100 percent effective MMS Product formula. Learn how he battled malaria to discover the formula that has cured 75,000 cases so far.

Finding Your Soulmate
This best-selling classic was first published in 1971, when Russ Michael brought the concept of and the actual word "Soulmate" into mass consciousness on Earth. While most books are out of print in a few years, this book is still a top-selling item over 37 years later and read in 12 languages worldwide.
**Autobiography of an Immortal**
The exciting true story about the life and adventures of Russ Michael. If you want to understand more about the powers of the universe, learn from a key world spiritual mentor, himself. Russ Michael shares his personal experiences from a very low point in 1965 when he found himself homeless, barely eking out a daily existence and living in abject poverty, to his experiences founding global companies and traveling the world. This incredible story puts you into the mind of the man who has worked for decades to bring readers The Light.

**The Secret of Sex and Sexual Attraction**
You can draw anyone or any thing to you by the deliberate use of the Law of Attraction and a large personal stock of pheromones. "Your conscious co-creator job on Earth is to learn how to live your life fully in a safe world. In that safe world, you will most aptly find that sex is good. Violence against another is bad, guilt is bad, to judge is bad, regret is bad, and even living in the past is bad - but sex is good!"

**Soulmates, Twin Rays and Special Lovers**
Given a choice (and who does not have free choice?) most of us on Earth today would choose sharing what remains of this day and the remaining days of our physical human life on Earth with a warm, fun-loving Soulmate or
a genuinely blissful Twin Ray or special lover.

**Your Soulmate is Calling**

Somewhere deep inside every one of us is the knowledge that somewhere—at this very moment—someone special is calling out to us for recognition. Your Soulmate is calling you, wherever on earth he or she resides. Your Soulmate is sending out a distress signal. The essence of his or her signal is: “Where are you? I am waiting here for you. I want you!”

**FINDING MR. RIGHT OR MRS. RIGHT**

Mr. Right or Mrs. Right wants you as much as you want him or her. You only need to know what you really want. Combine that decision with the knowledge you gain here about how to increase your attractiveness or personal magnetism, and you are already moving forward on your way to a really, really bright and RIGHT love relationship! Why not recognize and swiftly cut those painful cords that bind you to the past?

**The SECRET PROVEN FORMULA to WEALTH, HEALTH & TRUE LOVE**

All that magic means is the wise use of applied knowledge. The word stems from Magi, wise men from the East. As you read on, you will soon notice that I make many references to law.
The Birth of Earth as a Star
End times is not an idle phrase. The old is about to vanish and the new is already starting to begin. What is the END at one level of being is the BEGINNING at another.

Life in the Dead Zone
Death is merely the cessation of three-dimensional motion. It is a personal state of rest that will return to a state of motion again. Rest and motion, or death and life, are now, and have been forever, interwoven.

Eleven Magic Steps to Success
There is nothing you cannot be, do or have. You only need to ASK - and through the sacred heritage of who and what you are, your every request is granted at the moment it is made.

The Mental Room of Mirrors
The Room of Mirrors self-therapy technique - presented here - is indeed a valid precious gift to humanity. I know it well and I am pleased to pass on this powerful healing technique along to humanity in this volume.
100 True RAMTHA Miracle Stories
I wish to personally thank each and all of these grand masters who have shared their experiences with me and whose beautiful, inspiring miracle stories are now here presented to be shared with you.

There is NOTHING You Cannot BE, DO or HAVE
The real gold is found in and through your own creative thought or socially cooperative co-creative ideas coupled with the fire—or the fuel—of a desire for something in you so strong you can taste it.

When GOD Speaks, I Listen
Have you noticed in a loud crowd that when someone suddenly speaks up in a soft and quiet voice how everyone now stops talking to listen? That is how God usually speaks, in soft whispers!

Why & How of Meditation
As you progress in the art of meditation, you discover—perhaps with astonishment—that the most profound things in life are more simply expressed. A Blockbuster classic! Read by thousands in print!
Final note from the author scribe...

In addition to my best-seller, Finding Your Soulmate, which is still selling in 12 languages, I have written more than 20 published self-help books and I invite you to obtain and read them all.

After my death experience at age 18 and in the unfolding due course of my spiritual work, I have received thousands of letters of gratitude from readers of my books and from many grateful attendants of my workshops who have found their soulmates or their Twin Ray life companions, or made their wildest, most impossible dreams come true. A few days ago, I received an email from someone who recently obtained and read my 360-page autobiography.

Dear kindly eBook reader,

This is what Carolyn Tester had to say to me about Autobiography of an IMMORTAL. Bless her heart.

I don't think I have ever enjoyed reading anything as I am now doing with your autobiography. I'm now beginning to read slower and slower ... as the end of it gets nearer ... a habit I've acquired when in a GOOD read.

Love to you and yours,
Carolyn Tester
If you enjoyed this or any other books of mine, please encourage your loved ones, friends and associates to obtain and read them all.

I suggest that you obtain my own *Autobiography of an IMMORTAL* or any of my current eBooks—soon to be 35 or more.

Enquire now (or later) at:

Or contact me at my personal email address:
Michael@RussMichaeleBooks.com

You can soon listen to my 3-minute podcast, read my brief bio or surf through the “Table of Content” pages of my many obtainable eBooks.

To receive my **FREE** daily spiritual “Michael Worldwide Newsletter” in your inbox, email me at:
Contact@RussMichaeleBooks.com and ask to be subscribed. (Again, this is free. Just ask!)

We appreciate and love to have new readers come to Russ Michael eBooks through you.
Bless your heart, forever and forever. Bless us all. We are all blessed.


In living and loving gratitude to All That Is

I Am–Russ Michael